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Our stock of Maine Wedgwood china has been exhausted for well over a year. However, we have just received a 
new stock of dinner plates!
Since we have been “out of stock” for an extended period, we know the demand now will be heavy Therefore, 
we urge those interested to place orders as soon as possible.
The following center designs are available: Alumni Hall—Carnegie Hall (Old Library)—Memorial Gymnasium— 
Merrill Hall—Stevens Hall—Wingate Hall (with tower).
Alumni in the Orono area may purchase plates at the Bookstore at the same prices.
We regret that our order of cups and saucers has not arrived and is not expected until early in 1957.
Prices on plates are as follows: One plate: $2.75—Three plates: $7.50—Set of six plates: $14.50.
On shipment to Maine points, add 2% Sales Tax. Shipping charges are collect.
General Alumni Association, University of Maine, Orono:
Please send me the following Maine dinner plates:
Alumni Hall
Carnegie Hall
.................Memorial Gym
Merrill Hall
Stevens Hall
Wingate Hall
Total Enclosed: $
(Add 2% Sales Tax on shipments to Maine points)
Ordered by:
Ship Plates to:.
• •
Do YOU ... 
have money problems?
Does your Will 
say what it means?
Make sure your will
is clear beyond question.
All too often, the courts 
must be called upon to interpret 
the provisions of a will — 
sometimes a lengthy 
and costly procedure
Our Trust Officers
will be glad Io talk 
with you and your attorney 
about our many Trust services.
Bring them to The Merrill Trust. 
We’ll gladly sharpen our pencils 
and help you to figure out answers 
based on our years of experience.
Few money problems can’t be solved 
with a sharp pencil, a brief talk, 
and our sincere desire to be helpful.
THE BANGOR BANK 
WHERE YOU CAN 
PARK WITH EASE
THE MERRILL
Trust Company
"SERVING EASTERN MAINE"
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation . Member Federal Reserve System
^W^_£elfast_8ucksport__Calms_Dexter - Dover-Foxcroft ■ Eastport ■Jonesport-Machias^Milp^OldTowr^O^n^^earsuoU
University Store Co
Last Month we suggested as XMAS GIFTS
CHILDREN'S YOUTHS'
T SHIRTS
SWEAT SHIRTS
JACKETS
SWEATERS
All with MAINE Insignias
NOW
In addition we have a complete line of NEW
BEVERAGE GLASSES
All Sizes and Shapes
With MAINE SEAL
MUSICAL CIGARETTE BOXES
with STEIN SONG
COMING
NEW SERVING TRAYS
COASTERS, NAPKINS
PIN TRAYS
VERY GOOD XMAS GIFTS
MAINE
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Under the
Bear’s Paw
In the pre-season prognostications, the Maine-Rhode Island game of Sept. 29 was thought to be the big one in Yankee 
Conference play, the one that would decide 
the title.
Last year Rhody’s one-touchdown victory 
over Maine in the opener proved to be the 
difference as the Rams won the title and 
Maine finished second.
The way the ball was going to bounce was 
obvious from the first. Even the conserva­
tive observers acknowledged a rout when 
Maine scored quickly as the second half be­
gan running the score to 26-0.
The surprising 40-7 final score demanded 
come explanation. Maine’s popular coach, 
Harold Westerman, reflected as follows: 
“Rhody had beaten us by one touchdown 
for three straight years, but the boys and I 
have never felt they had the better team. 
In every case it was a momentary lapse on 
pass defense or something like that which 
cost us the victory. In at least two of the 
three games we dominated the statistics; in 
other words, we beat them in almost every 
department except final score.
“Each year we felt we were going to win, 
and after we lost, we felt we should have 
won. But you can’t talk like that in public; 
everyone would say ‘sour grapes’; they’d 
say we were just crying over a loss.
“But we knew the worm was due to turn. 
The boys really wanted that Rhody game 
this year, and they went out to get some 
security points so a desperation pass couldn't 
take the game away from them.”
There is another point about the Rhody 
game that calls for some explanation. In 
the fourth period with Maine leading 40-0, 
Rhody uncorked one of those pass plays 
that have ruined Maine in recent years. It 
covered 66 yards and took the ball to the 
Maine 6-yard line. Westerman immediately 
sent his first-string line into the game to stop 
the threat. The veterans succeeded in their 
mission on the first play by forcing a fumble 
and recovering. Rhody later scored on 
another pass, anyway.
In the post-game discussions. Rhody coach 
Herb Maack and a few others thought Wes­
terman was being too “hungry” when he 
sent his first-stringers in to stop a threat 
after the game was obviously out of Rhody’s 
reach.
Westerman explained his philosophy in 
such matters in this way: “There never was 
any doubt in my mind about the propriety 
of the act. I didn’t give it a second thought. 
I’ll use second-string, third-string, or fourth­
string, if I have them, in an effort to keep 
our score from running away. But in my 
book you never, under any circumstances, 
deliberately hand the opponents a touch­
down. We have a good defensive record of 
which we are justly, I think, proud. I would 
have been letting my boys down if I didn’t 
give them a chance to stop that score.”
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A LIFE-LONG DESIRE TO HELP DESERVING
YOUNG MEN IS PERPETUATED IN THE
CALVIN H. NEALLEY SCHOLARSHIPS
A gift to the University of $5,000 less than 15 years ago has provided $3,087.50 in scholar­
ship awards to 30 needy students.
Calvin H. Nealley ’92, a native of Monroe, established the scholarship fund bearing his name 
in 1942 “for needy men students of the University whose homes are in Maine; whose character, 
industry, and promise make them worthy of assistance in obtaining their education." This fund is 
just one manifestation of Mr. Nealley’s active and generous interest in the University.
After leaving the Maine State College, Mr. Nealley taught school briefly in Maine. He then 
entered the paper industry with Otis Falls Pulp Company at Livermore Falls and in 1898 was ap­
pointed assistant manager of the purchasing department of International Paper Company in New 
York.
In 1908 he joined the Eastwood Corporation as treasurer and assistant general manager, 
subsequently becoming president and general manager in 1921 Later the corporate name was 
changed to Eastwood-Nealley Corporation. Under Mr. Nealley’s aggressive leadership, Eastwood- 
Nealley Corporation has become a leader in the paper equipment industry.
Throughout his business career, Mr. Nealley has been known as a man ot high integrity and 
for his faith in men and in the future. Particularly, he has been known for his desire to encourage 
and assist hard working, ambitious, and promising young men.
Although most of his life has been spent in New Jersey, he has been proud to be known as a 
native of Maine and has maintained a deep interest in the State of Maine and in the University.
The Calvin H. Nealley Scholarships ideally perpetuate two of Mr. Nealley’s lifelong interests, 
assistance to deserving young men and assistance to the University of Maine.
THE UNIVERSITY
Morrison Lecture
Seizure of the Suez Canal by Egypt’s 
President Nasser has endangered the whole 
basis of international agreement by treaty, 
and the United Nations had better do some­
thing about it.
These were the words of a former Deputy 
Prime Minister of Great Britain, the Right 
Honorable Herbert S. Morrison, M.P., in a 
talk at the University Oct. 4.
Mr. Morrison opened the 1956-57 Uni­
versity Lecture Series.
The man who held Britain’s second high­
est office under Prime Minister Clement 
Attlee from 1945 to 1951 said that the 
world had better not underestimate the 
seriousness of the step taken by Nasser.
“Just an arbitrary dictatorial act in defi­
ance of agreements which had 12 years to 
run,” he said “This was really an act of 
aggression.”
Peace is worth working for, worth every 
sacrifice we can make for it, the British 
statesman said. But the free peoples are 
going to be somewhat less than realistic if 
they think peace can be attained simply by 
discarding their own armaments and de­
fenses and wishing for it. They may well 
be contributing to the start of another world 
war if they do. he concluded
Mr. Morrison was awarded an honorary 
Doctor of Laws degree at the conclusion of 
his lecture. President Arthur A Hauck told 
him the award was made “in recognition of 
your outstanding public service in peace and 
war, and as a token of our friendship for 
your country.”
Neiv Television Series
Two new television programs are being 
presented by the University this fall. Ovei 
WTWO-TV, Bangor, Dr Robert York, pro­
fessor of history, will present the Universi­
ty’s first television credit couise Dr. York, 
state historian and an cmminent authouty 
on the history of Maine, will offer “Maine 
History” for three hours undergraduate 
credit. Fifteen 30-minute lectures will be 
presented Sundays at 10:30 p.m. from Oct. 
21 to Feb. 3. Home work and a final ex­
amination will complete the course.
Over WABI-TV, Bangor, the University 
will present each Sunday at 12 noon a 90- 
minute educational feature entitled “In 
Search of Knowledge.”
The program will, from week to week, 
incorporate group discussions of important 
state and local issues, critical reviews of im­
portant new books, interpretive readings, 
music recitals, lectures in numerous fields, 
drama, and interviews.
Gerald Beckwith, assistant director of 
publicity, will produce both programs.
Fall Registration
For the third consecutive year the Uni­
versity has a larger fall enrollment than in 
the previous year With the appearance of 
50 Two-Year Agriculture students late in 
October, the 1956 registration reached 3746.
This is an increase of approximately 250 
over last fall’s 3497. The 1955 enrollment 
was about 400 larger than 1954, and 1954 
was about 100 larger than 1953.
The freshman class is again the largest 
with 1069 enrolled. Included in the fresh­
man class are 107 sons and daughters of 
University alumni. Figures for the other 
classes are senior 673, junior 757. sopho­
more 974.
Registration by colleges is Arts and Sci­
ences 1223, Agriculture 642, Education 559, 
Technology 1154, plus 118 graduate stu­
dents, nine fifth year students, 48 special 
students, 48 three-year nurses, and 50 Two- 
Year Aggies.
Of the 3746 students, 2901 are men, 845 
are women.
Palmer Fund
Edward E. Palmer ’99, Braintree, Mass., 
has established a scholarship fund of about 
$3,000 at the University.
The fund established by gifts of securi­
ties will be known as the Edward E Palmer 
Scholarship Fund, the income to be awarded 
annually to a student enrolled in the Col­
lege of Technology.
A native of South Bridgton, Mr Palmer 
has had a lifelong interest in the University 
and in the General Alumni Association. 
He is past president of the Boston Alumni 
group.
His sons are Edward E. Palmer, Jr. '30 
and John M. Palmer ’30.
Mr. Palmer was associated with General 
Electric Co. for many years until his re­
tirement in 1942.
Legislators’ Day
President Arthur A. Hauck told a group 
of more than 50 legislators-elect and their 
families that the University has requested 
an increase in appropriations of the 98th 
Legislature.
He said that the increase, if granted, 
would be used for salary increases and for 
the hiring of additional teachers to cope 
with an enlarged student body.
Guests of the University on Oct. 13, the 
new legislators heard President Hauck at a 
luncheon in their honor, toured the campus, 
and were guests of the University at the 
Maine-New Hampshire football game.
President Hauck said that the University 
enrolled 881 State of Maine residents as 
freshmen last fall. He estimated that resi­
dent freshman enrollment would reach 1,212 
by 1960 and about 2,000 by 1970. He did 
not mention figures on the appropriation 
request.
AUzw Art Exhibition
Twenty-two paintings of the State of 
Maine scene comprised the October art 
show in the lobby of Memorial Union.
Sixteen artists, 12 of whom claim perma­
nent Maine residence, were represented.
The artists were Carl Sprinchorn, New 
York, Emily Muir, Stonington; Waldo 
Peirce, Searsport; Denny Winters, Rockport; 
Andrew Wyeth, Cushing; Syd Browne, Win­
ter Harbor; Sandra James, Winter Harbor; 
Cornelia Mackin, Surry; Frank Hamabe, 
Blue Hill, Betty Kathe, Brooklyn, N. Y.; 
Carol Gardner, Stockton Springs; Doris 
Nevin, Blue Hill, Vincent A. Hartgen, Oro­
no; Harry J. Greaver, Orono, Elizabeth 
Erlanger, New York. Bernard Langlais, New 
York.
Mr. Langlais is a former Old Town resi­
dent and is the husband of Helen (Friend) 
Langlais ’50.
Vincent A. Hartgen is head of the Univer­
sity’s Art Department. Harry J. Greaver is 
instructor in art.
Faculty Notes
A former member of the History and 
Government Department staff was honored 
by Beloit College at its June Commencement. 
Evelyn Faye Wilson (Beloit ’21), who taught 
at Maine from 1933 to 1941 was awarded 
a Distinguished Service Citation. The cita­
tion read, in part: Successful teacher; per­
sistent graduate student; winner of fellowship 
honors and advanced degrees; specialist in 
history; collegiate professor and chairman 
of the Department of History at Wellesley 
College.
J. N. Stephenson T7, who assisted Dr. 
Ralph H. McKee in establishing the first 
Pulp and Paper course at Maine in 1913, 
was awarded an honorary life membership 
in the technical section of the Canadian Pulp 
and Paper Association in June. He held
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degrees from M.I.T. ’09 and Rose Poly­
technic Institute ’ll when he came to Maine 
in 1913. He left the University in 1916 to 
become editor of the Pulp and Paper Maga­
zine of Canada, a position he still holds.
Dr. H. Austin Peck, associate professor 
of economics, was one of the speakers at 
the Atlantic Provinces-New England Eco­
nomic Conference at Bar Harbor in Sep­
tember. He also served as an advisor on 
problems of trade and industry.
The purpose of the conference was to 
promote increased understanding of the 
economies of the two regions and to ex­
plore the possibilities of increasing trade 
between them.
“A New Preparation of Sulfinyl Chlo­
rides” was the title of a paper presented by 
Dr. Irwin B. Douglass, professor of chemis­
try, befoie the Organic Division of the 
American Chemical Society at its recent 
meeting in Atlantic City. The paper de­
scribed work done under Prof. Douglass’ 
direction at the University.
Dr. Alex Caughran, associate professor of 
education, served as a panel member at the 
eighth annual conference of the New Eng­
land Reading Association at Swampscott, 
Mass., in September.
The State University of New York at 
Albany has paid tribute to the late Professor 
James Moreland ’34A by naming one of its 
new dormitories James Moreland Hall.
Professor Moreland was at the time of 
his death professor of English and director 
of Public Relations of the University. From 
1930 to 1936 he was on the staff of the 
University of Maine before going to New 
York.
Two University professors are authors of 
an article entitled “Molar Refraction of 
Carbon Dioxide and Its Dependence on 
Density When Stored in Steel Containers” 
in a recent issue of The Journal of Chemical 
Physics. The authors are Victor H. Coffin 
’31 and Dr. Clarence E. Bennett, head of the 
Department of Physics.
R. 0. T. C. Flight Program
Between five and 12 R.O.T C. cadets at 
the University will be among 80 cadets to 
receive flight training under a new Army 
program at seven educational institutions 
in the First Army area.
Dui>ng the course of this school year, 
selected volunteer cadets will receive 35 
hours each of ground and flight instruction. 
The program will be in addition to normal 
ROTC courses. Successful completion of 
the flight course will qualify participants to 
apply for private pilot’s licenses.
The new program is expected to create a 
reserve pool of qualified pilots who may be 
used in the event of a national emergency 
and to act as a career incentive in the 
active Army.
Facilities at the Old Town airport will 
be used for instruction. Selected cadets 
must agree to serve three years on active 
duty upon commissioning.
Living Memorials
Instead of Flowers
Tty Howard Whitman
(Reprinted from the Oct. 1956 issue of The Reader’s Digest, with permission.)
ANew York attorney died last February and his family, striving for the most fitting tribute to a man they loved, in­
serted in the newspapers this notice: “In lieu 
of flowers a contribution to the Columbia 
College Fund is suggested.” Friends re­
sponded by sending 115 contributions total­
ing $2654 to the attorney’s alma mater, to 
help deserving youngsters through college 
The attorney’s wife later observed, “We 
felt that this tribute suggested life and 
growth rather than death—a building toward 
the future. My husband was interested in 
the education of youth, and this carried his 
concern on beyond his lifetime.”
There is a suggestion of immortality here 
and a feeling of warmth and light, rather 
than the gloom which frequently surrounds 
funeial tributes. Scholarships which honor 
the memory of departed relatives and 
friends bring threefold benefits: they form 
a lasting tribute to those who have passed 
away, they give aid to our straitened col­
leges, and they extend a helping had to 
youth.
Dr. Henry M Wriston. president emeritus 
of Brown University, relates, “The wife of 
one of our staff who died in 1954 requested 
scholarship contributions ‘in lieu of flowers ’ 
She though $1000 or so might be forth­
coming, but the gifts totaled more than 
$38,000!”
And at Colgate, President Everett Case 
tells of the family of a business man, at 
whose death a similar request was made 
Instead of flowers friends contributed $4750 
in scholarships, and the man’s company 
put in $25,000.
But gifts need not be large to be effective. 
At Colgate within the last four years 41 
friends of one alumnus contributed $650— 
in gifts of $5 to $100; 85 friends of another 
alumnus gave $2610, 78 friends of another 
gave $1950. Colgate alumni secretary Carl­
ton Miller points out that 80 percent of 
the donors were not alumni, simply indi­
viduals who wished to honor the memory 
of a friend. “People respond uniquely to 
this form of giving,” Miller says. “There 
would be more of it if the next-of-kin would 
have it in mind when preparing obituary 
notices.”
The alumni association of the University 
of California at Berkeley established a 
specific Memorial Scholarship Program in 
1953. “Most contributions have been five 
to ten dollars,” states alumni field secretary 
Clifford Dochterman. “But in aggregate 
they provide scholarships for several worthy 
students each year.”
The good accomplished by such giving 
goes deeper than is generally realized. Many 
people assume that all college scholarships 
arc paid for by outside contributions. 
They’re not. In a survey made two years 
ago, 535 colleges reported that they provided 
an annual total of 48 million dollars in aid 
to students. Of this, 27 million, well over 
half, came out of operating funds that were 
vitally needed for faculty salaries, new 
buildings, equipment Thus a dollar given 
for scholarships does “double work”: it 
helps to educate a deserving youngster, and 
it frees another dollar to be used by the 
college (Among the same colleges, 329 
reported operating deficits totaling 24 mil­
lion dollars. Many of these colleges would 
not have had deficits if they hadn’t had to 
dig down for scholarship money.)
Such enlightened giving has a special 
timeliness today, for never before have we 
so needed educated youth, especially in the 
sciences.
The notion of thus honoring the dead 
through living deeds gained its first impetus 
in Sweden in the 1920’s, when a “Flower 
Fund" was organized in Stockholm to build, 
with money normally used for funeral 
flowers, low-cost housing for old folks. The 
fund has built eight large apartment houses 
accommodating 1000 aged men and women.
The idea of enduring memorials is spread­
ing rapidly in th& United States. For exam­
ple, almost every day one sees in the obitu­
ary notices in metropolitan newspapers re­
quests that, in lieu of flowers, contributions 
be made to a specified worthy cause.
Figures indicate that the nation’s florists 
need not suffer a significant loss of busi­
ness if the memorial scholarship idea takes 
firm root. The scholarship money that 
would help wipe out the operating deficits of 
hundreds of our colleges is less than four 
percent of our annual expenditures for 
flowers.
The movement toward honoring the dead 
and serving the living through scholarships 
nicely combines the need for sentiment and 
practicality. For these are scholarships for 
remembrance, in which those who have gone 
before assist the perennial blooming of 
youth.
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Maurice Jacobs ’17
This is the story of one of the nation’s most unusual small businesses.•Mau­rice Jacobs, Inc., publishers.
Of its 18 employees, five hold the Ph.D. 
degree and three others are working toward 
their doctorates. Three teach at colleges 
during the evening. Half the firm’s type­
setters are university trained, and the usual 
qualification for employment is a knowledge 
of six languages The proofreaders are as 
likely to correct a reference to the Iliad as 
a misplaced comma.
One of its employees is the master of 16 
languages, another knows 13 languages
In a little shop at 224 North 15th St., 
Philadelphia, Maurice Jacobs, Inc., em­
ployees can produce books and other pub­
lications in no less than 80 languages They 
have the know-how and equipment to set 
type with the proper accents and diacriticals 
in all the languages using the Latin, Hebrew, 
Greek, Arabic, Russian, and Syriac alpha­
bets.
These erudite printers publish the journals 
of a long list of learned societies, as well 
as scholarly books. They publish many 
sacred writings, including Bibles. One of 
the latter is in Ragoli, the language of the 
natives of Kenya, where Mau-Mau thrives.
The great commentary on Aristotle by the 
Moorish philosopher Averroes is being pub­
lished in 55 volumes. About 50 volumes 
remain to be done. The format for this 
series is a four-column page. One column 
is in Latin, one each in Greek, Hebrew, and 
Arabic.
The spark plug of this unusual business is 
Dr. Maurice Jacobs ’17, who headed the 
Press of the Jewish Publication Society for 
14 years until 1950. After some years in 
fraternity work following service in World 
War I, he moved to Philadelphia, multiplied 
the business of the Society’s press by six 
within a few years, and finally organized 
his own firm. This firm took over the ma-
Erudite Printers
Maurice Jacobs, Inc. Prints
Books in 80 Languages
chinery, supplies, and contracts of the So­
ciety’s press, as well as its employees.
Most of the work done by the firm could 
not have been done in America 30 years 
ago Special machines had to be built be­
cause the Semitic languages run from right 
to left. The first two of these machines 
cost $100,000 and still are in operation.
Next most important need was men who 
were familiar with the languages they were 
setting. These men came from Europe and 
were collected into a team gradually.
One of the typesetters is a Rabbi who 
holds a Ph.D. from the University of Berlin 
and who has his own Orthodox congregation 
which he cares for in addition to his regular 
work.
Another is studying Arabic and working 
on his doctorate. He goes to school two 
mornings a week and is paid by the firm just 
as if he were at work.
Dr. Jacobs always encourages his em­
ployees to study languages. No one is laid 
off when business slumps temporarily. In­
stead, they are urged to bone up on a new 
language on company time.
Some of the firm’s work is so involved 
Here are four examples of difficult and important publishing by Maurice 
Jacobs, Inc. Upper left, the Averroes commentary on Aristotle showing how the 
Greek, Latin, Arabic, and Hebrew translations are printed side by side on a page. 
Lower right, the first book on the Dead Sea scrolls published in America. Maurice 
Jacobs, Inc., matched the Hebrew type to the manuscript pages.
that it costs $75 a page just to set the type. 
One book on Dr. Jacobs’ shelves has been 
called the most beautiful Hebraic book in 
the world.
The firm’s library of books published is 
an impressive sight. Not only do the vol­
umes represent the most accurate and most 
beautiful typesetting, they are printed on 
the finest paper stock and have the finest 
bindings.
In addition to being a busy businessman, 
Maurice Jacobs has contributed generously 
of his time, talents, and energy to a long 
list of Jewish service, educational, and 
church organizations. He is currently serv­
ing, among other offices and directorships, 
as chairman of the board of overseers of 
Gratz College, oldest Jewish teachers col­
lege in America. He likewise has been very 
active in interfraternity work. He has re­
ceived the Gold Medal of the National In­
terfraternity Conference for distinguished 
service to youth. He has been chairman of 
the conference since 1946. Dr. Jacobs’ long 
service to Jewish education and letters was 
recognized by Hebrew Union College in 
1948 with the Doctor of Hebrew Letters 
degree.
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King of the Game Fish
The Atlantic Salmon May Reign 
Supreme Again in Maine Waters
With the Help of U. of M. Scientists
Alfred Meister, a graduate student in fishery management, cleans the catch 
from his Cove Brook salmon trap, a daily task. This project is part of the Maine 
Atlantic Salmon Commission’s long-range restoration program.
Most moiorisis traveling through Win­terport on U S Route 1A don’t know it, but they pass directly over a fish 
trap
Not an ordinary fish trap, mind you, but 
one that is contributing information instead 
of fillets.
Under the Cove Brook bridge, obscured 
from the passing motorist, is a research 
trap which is helping University scientists 
study population trends, migratory habits, 
and production potential of a given area for 
the Atlantic salmon, king of the game fish
When the north Atlantic seaboard was 
first settled most of the rivers and streams 
from New Jersey north to Maine supported 
heavy annual runs of the big silver-sides. 
At one time there were annual runs in at 
least 33 Maine rivers. But excessive com­
mercial harvest, domestic and industrial pol­
lution, and man-made obstructions to 
spawning areas such as dams, have almost 
eradicated the once plentiful population
The only areas in the U S where the At­
lantic Salmon is still available to sportsmen 
are in Maine from Lincoln County north­
ward The largest concentrations are found 
in Washington County in the Machias, Nar- 
raguagus, and Dennys Rivers.
Usually the Penobscot River is mentioned 
in this group Between 1873 and 1890 the 
average annual catch in the Penobscot was 
11,955 In 1947, the last year that commer­
cial weirs were legally operated in that 
river, the catch was estimated at 40 salmon. 
This past summer for the first time in his­
tory the famed Bangor salmon pool failed 
to yield a single salmon.
The Maine Atlantic Salmon Commission, 
organized in 1948, hopes to put the king of 
game fish back on his throne through a 
long-range restoration program.
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King of game fish, the Atlantic salmon (above) is being restored to Maine 
waters after nearly becoming extinct. Scientists don’t agree on how, if at all, 
water temperature affects the Atlantic salmon. Alfred Meister (left) hopes his 
daily recording of maximum-minimum temperatures at Cove Brook will shed 
some light on this question. Young salmon are tagged and sent on their way to 
the sea (below). Alfred Meister demonstrates (bottom) the emergency gates 
which open automatically in unusually high water to prevent damage to the trap.
Information obtained in the Cove Brook 
study will aid this program by determining 
future stocking policies, fishing regulations, 
and biological and environmental data nec­
essary for salmon restoration.
Cove Brook was selected for the study 
because it has a native population of Atlan­
tic salmon and because it has neither pollu­
tion nor man-made barriers.
Dr. W. Harry Everhart, associate profes­
sor of zoology and head of research for the 
Atlantic Salmon Commission, among his 
other duties, expects the Cove Brook study 
to indicate what numbers of Atlantic salmon 
the brook will produce naturally per area 
unit under various environmental conditions. 
This information will help the scientists de­
termine what rate of stocking will yield the 
best sports fishing.
The research work at Cove Brook is being 
carried on by Alfred L. Meister as part of 
his work for the master’s degree in zoology. 
Before beginning his graduate work in fish­
ery management, Meister received the A.B. 
degree in biology at Boston University. He 
is being guided in his work by Dr Everhart 
and Richard E. Cutting ’53, regional biolo­
gist for the Atlantic Salmon Commission.
A grant of $1,000 from Sport Fishing In­
stitute was received last summer to help 
carry out this phase of the restoration pro­
gram. The institute, financed by more than 
100 fishing equipment manufacturers, is 
dedicated to the improvement of sports fish­
ing Its funds are spent throughout the U. S. 
for research projects and informational pro­
grams designed to improve sports fishing.
Other projects in salmon research are 
conducted on the Machias, Narraguagus, 
and Dennys Rivers in Washington County by 
James C. Fletcher ’43, regional biologist for 
the Atlantic Salmon Commission.
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VanPeursem Named Coach
Athletics
By the time you leceive this issue of The Alumnus, most of you will know whether or not the Maine Black Bears 
are the 1956 Yankee Confeience champions. 
In fact, you may also know whether or not 
they are State Series champions. But at this 
writing the Y C. title is still in doubt, and 
monthly magazine deadlines being what they 
are we can’t wait to find out.
At the moment the Pale Blue has a clean 
slate with three wins over conference foes. 
But the big test comes next week end at 
Storrs, Conn , when the Maine-Connecticut 
game will decide the championship.
In their three outings to date, Coach Hal 
Westerman’s Beais have been impressive. 
But the UConns appear to be at least as 
strong. They lost to mighty Yale only 19-14 
and this past week end rolled up 71 points 
against what was supposed to be a pietty 
good Massachusetts Redman
The big surprise in the Yankee Confer­
ence this fall has been the collapse of Rhode 
Island The defending champions lost only 
thiee regulars from last year’s team and 
looked like the team to beat. Maine started 
the Rhodies on the downhill trail with a 
startling 40-7 win in the opening game Sept. 
29. On subsequent Saturdays the Rams 
dropped decisions to New Hampshire and 
Vermont.
Although individual Bears made the usual 
opening game mistakes, as a team the Pale 
Blue was invincible and had little trouble 
routing Rhody.
Maine scored in the first period on a 23- 
yard pass from Ken Parady, Great Works, 
to Thurlow Cooper, Augusta. Bobby Bower, 
Brewer, scored the second T.D on the 
opening play of the second period after 
having set up the score with a 32 yard run 
Later in the second period Charlie Thibo­
deau, Skowhegan, scored on a 44 yard run. 
Maine held a 19-0 lead at halftime, but 
nobody felt the game was in the bag by 
any means.
Big Thurlow Cooper kicked off to Rhody 
to open the second half and charged down 
the field to follow up his kick. The Rhody 
receiver was hit hard. The ball squirted loose 
and Cooper recovered on the R.I 16 Maine 
quickly scored, and the handwriting on the 
wall became legible for the first time in the 
game.
Bobby Bower and Dave Rand, Augusta, 
a pair of promising sophomore halfbacks, 
added third period insurance touchdowns
After Maine handily defeated Rhody, the 
Pale Blue became the team to beat Ver­
mont was to have the first chance at the 
Bears the following week. The Maine play­
ers understandably let down somewhat after 
their big Rhody win—the first victory over 
the Rams in four years—despite psycholo­
gist Westerman’s efforts The Catamounts, 
on the other hand, were naturally up since 
they were having the first chance to upset 
Maine and since it was Homecoming week 
end at Burlington.
The Cats gave the Bears all they wanted 
in the way of good hard football, and 
Westerman and his players were happy to 
come home with a 14-0 victory
The following week at Orono New Hamp­
shire’s sophomore-studded Wildcats who had 
played Dartmouth to a standstill before 
losing a three-touchdown verdict and also 
had posted win ovei the Rhody Rams at­
tempted to upset the Bears, now co-favorites 
with Connecticut to win the title
Maine leceived the opening kickoff Ob­
viously out to post a quick touchdown 
Paiady took to the air immediately He hit 
Cooper with a beautifully executed 15-yaid 
pass which the big fella carried to the N H 
one-yaid line Ray Hostetter, Ostcrville, 
Mass, scoied on the next play. Fifty sec 
onds had elapsed on the clock The 6.500 
spectatois had hardly settled in their seats
During the lest of the first half, Maine 
played listlessly New Hampshire out­
fought the Bears consistently Only a couple 
of penalty breaks and an occasional spar­
kling play by an individual Bear enabled 
Maine to leave the field at halftime with a 
9-0 lead.
Head Coach Harold Westerman (Michigan ’46) has an all-Maine staff this 
tall who know the Westerman system through and through. The staff is (1. to r.) 
L^we l^i “Lew ’ Clark ’54 John “Jack” Butterfield ’53, Westerman, Philip 
“Jim” Butterfield ’53, Sam Sezak ’31.
Laurence VanPeursem ’49 has been 
named varsity and freshman tennis 
coach at the Unisersity. He succeeds 
Dr. Garland Russell, professor of edu­
cation, who has coached the teams for 
the past five years.
An outstanding player and leader in 
both the Yankee Conference and State 
Series, he won three varsity letters in 
tennis 1947 through 1949.
He is now in the insurance business 
in Bangor and will continue his busi­
ness career while handling the Black 
Bear tennis teams.
Calvin Bickford, Lisbon Falls, had added 
three points in the second period on a 20- 
yard field goal
The same playeis looked like a different 
team in the second half This was almost 
immediately evident, and Maine supporters 
breathed more deeply.
In the thud period Charlie Thibodeau 
broke over tackle, got a couple of good 
b'oeks and raced 83 yards to score Bick­
ford’s placement was good giving Maine a 
16 0 lead with two minutes gone in the 
second half
Maine punched across two quick touch­
downs in the fourth quarter Bobby Bower 
climaxed a 54 yaid drive with a 22-yard off- 
tackle iun for the first score Bickford’s 
placement lan the scoie to 23-0 with slightly 
moie than two minutes gone in the period. 
Two minutes latei Dave Rand recovered a 
UNH fumble on the opponents’ 39 yard line 
On the next play Pete Kosty. Pawtucket, 
R I , passed to Niles Nelson, Winchester, 
Mass who took the pass on the 20 and 
scooted into the end /one Bickford missed 
the placement
New Hampshire scored with about four 
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minutes remaining in the game on a 21-yard 
pass from Bob Trouville to Dick Southwick. 
The latter kicked the point after.
The Brice-Cowell musket trophy, named 
for the former Maine and New Hampshire 
coaches, will come to Orono for the first 
time since 1952. The antique musket was 
presented by the Maine and New Hamp­
shire alumni clubs of Portland in 1949.
On the same day as the Maine-New Hampshne football game, Maine track and cross country coach Ed. Styrna sent his 
Pale Blue harriers against those of New 
Hampshire. Some seasons back Styrna was 
winning All-America honors as a weight 
man on Paul Sweet’s New Hampshire track 
teams. This was Styrna’s fiist meeting as a 
coach with his old tutor, and his Maine 
runneis gave him a clean-cut 19-38 victory.
Local Associations
Boston Alumnae •
The Family Picnic, originally planned for 
September 16, by the Boston Alumnae met 
a second postponement on September 22 
when bad weather was again experienced.
The Boston Alumnae are currently plan­
ning their 1956-57 season. Watch for notices 
on a November meeting.
Bangor Alumnae
The Eastern Association of University of 
Maine Women met at the home of Winona 
(Cole) Sawyer '43 on October 1.
A Covered-Dish Supper was enjoyed and 
business meeting held.
Following the business meeting, a social 
evening was enjoyed by the attending 
alumnae.
Portland Alumni
The Cumberland County Alumni Associ­
ation met in October to elect officers for 
their 1956-57 alumni season.
The following officers were elected: pres­
ident, Earl A. White ’44, vice president, 
William H. Brann ’40; secretary, William 
Gilman '42; and treasurer, William Tolford 
'46.
Plans for a Pre-Bowdoin Game Victory 
Dance at the Eastland Hotel on November 
9 were discussed.
Alumni Teachers
The Alumni Teachers Association held its 
Annual Dinner at the United Baptist Church 
in Lewiston on October 4 Many alumni 
attending the teachers’ convention were 
present for this successful dinner. Featured 
speaker was Dean Mark Shibles of the Uni­
versity’s School of Education.
Officers elected for the coming year were: 
president, Ermo Scott ’31; vice president, 
Mark R. Shedd ’50; secretary, Margaret 
Mollison ’50; and treasurer, Shirley (Doten) 
Oliver ’49.
1 he week before Maine had whipped Spring­
field handily 17-44.
Retired coach Chet Jenkins left Styrna 
Yankee Conference and New England cross 
country titles to defend. Ed thinks he would 
have a good chance of retaining those titles 
it he could only develop a fifth man.
In the first two meets, Maine grabbed the 
first four places in this order: Dan Rearick, 
Cranford, N. J.; Dale Bessey, North Anson; 
Dick Law, Brewer; and Karl Kraske, Rum­
ford.
Three men are in contention for the fifth 
spot: Phil Emery, Fairfield; Donald Wood, 
Mapleton; and Carl MacDonald, Masardis. 
MacDonald seems to be improving slightly 
faster than the other two. If he can erase 
the full minute difference between his time 
and Kraske’s Maine may well retain her 
two championships.
Portland Alumnae
The Portland Club of University of Maine 
Women met in the Westbrook Junior Col­
lege Alumnae Lounge on October 4
Guest speaker at this meeting was Mrs. 
Elinor Graham of Brunswick. Mrs Gra­
ham’s topic was “Maine High Lights and 
Side Lights.”
Visiting the Portland Alumnae was Miss 
Jessie Fraser ’31, Veazie, Alumna Trustee 
of the University.
Southern New Hampshire Alumni
President Arthur A. Hauck was the guest 
and speaker on October 6 as the Southern 
New Hampshire Alumni opened their 1956- 
57 season with a highly successful Dinner 
Meeting in Concord.
President Hauck discussed near-future de­
velopment plans at the University and illus­
trated his remarks with colored slides.
Arrangements for this outstanding meet­
ing were made under the leadership of South­
ern New Hampshire Alumni President, 
Parker Leonard ’50.
Vermont Alumni
A Pre-Game Luncheon opened the Ver­
mont alumni season in Burlington on Octo- 
bei 6. Speaking guests at this Luncheon 
were Thomas G. Mangan '16, General Alum­
ni Association President; Ted Curtis '23, 
Faculty Manager of Athletics; and Don 
Taverner ’43, Alumni Secietary.
The Vermont Alumni, before adjourning 
to attend the Maine-Vermont football game, 
elected the following officers for 1956-57: 
president, Raymond McGinley ’38; vice 
president, Richard Clark ’27, secretary, 
Verne McDonald ’50, and treasurer, Betty 
(Mosher) Whitney ’41.
Southwestern Connecticut Alumni
On October 6, the Southwestern Connecti­
cut Alumni held a family outing in Stratford.
During the enjoyable outing, plans were 
made for group attendance of the alumni at 
the Maine-Connecticut game, October 20.
Arrangements for the October 6 outing 
were made under the leadership of Wallace 
Francis ’42, president of the group.
Lewiston-Auburn Alumnae
On September 19, the Lewiston-Auburn 
Alumnae opened their season with a meet­
ing at the home of Phyllis (Richards) John­
son 51. A social evening was enjoyed and 
plans for coming meetings were discussed.
Lewiston-Auburn Alumnae president, 
Marguerite (Sullivan) Powers ’48, presided.
Central Massachusetts Alumni
The Central Massachusetts (Worcester 
Area) Alumni opened their 1956-57 season 
by meeting on October 13 in Shrewsbury 
for a smorgasbord and an evening of enter­
tainment.
During the evening, colored slides of the 
University campus and campus activities 
were shown.
Plans were made for near future meet­
ings of the association.
North Shore (Mass.) Alumni
Vincent Hartgen, Professor of Art at the 
University, was the guest speaker at an 
October 16 meeting of the North Shore 
Alumni.
Professor Hartgen spoke to the attending 
alumni on contemporary art and the Uni­
versity’s art program. As he spoke, Pro­
fessor Hartgen painted for the group.
Harold Hamilton ’30, North Shore Alum-
MUSICAL GIFTS for MAINE 
MEN and Their Families 
Imported Swiss Movement Plays: 
Maine's Stein Song
with College Seal and Song
0 Cigarette Box S 9.95
□ Humidor-Pipe Rack _ 12.95
□ Table Lighter 14.95
□ Ash Tray (song only) 5.95
(We pay all shipping charges)
Name
Address
State
MUSICAL CREATIONS, INC.
18 Exchange St., Pawtucket, R. I.
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ni President, presided at the business meet- 
ing.
Auburn-Lewiston Maine Club
The first of monthly dinner meetings for 
1956-57 was held by the Auburn-Lewiston 
Maine Club in Auburn on October 18.
Guest and speaker at this dinner was Don 
Taverner ’43, Executive Secretary of the 
General Alumni Association.
Mr. Taverner discussed current and an­
ticipated developments at the University and 
informally discussed alumni and campus 
activities with the attending alumni.
Black Bear Club of Rhode Island
The Crown Hotel, Providence, was the 
site of the first 1956-57 meeting of the 
Black Bear Club of Rhode Island on Octo­
ber 19.
Guests at this meeting were Don Taverner 
’43, Executive Secretary of the General 
Alumni Association, and Walter Schurman 
’52, Assistant Publicity Director, who spoke 
on the football team.
Members made plans at this meeting for 
group attendance the following day at the 
Maine-Connecticut football game.
Northern Penobscot Alumni
The Northern Penobscot (Millinocket) 
Alumni met in East Millinocket on Octo­
ber 23.
A covered-dish supper was held, followed 
by an evening of entertainment and dancing.
At a business meeting, chairmaned by 
Donald Bail ’44, plans were made for further 
organization and future meetings. Attend­
ing from the University was Margaret M. 
Mollison ’50, Assistant Alumni Secretary, 
who spoke on University developments and 
assisted the group in their organization 
plans.
Southern Kennebec Alumnae
The Southern Kennebec Alumnae opened 
the season with a meeting at the home of 
Emily (Elmore) Macy ’37 in Manchester 
on Oct. 16. The following officers were 
elected to serve for the coming year: Donna 
(Graves) Harrington ’48 as president. Mary 
(Hurley) Rissel ’45 as vice pres., Shirley 
(Roberts) Heistad ’26 as secretary, and Ruth 
(Small) Sewall ’21 as treasurer. The next 
meeting is scheduled for November. Mar­
garet “Maggie” Booker ’55 gave the high­
lights of her 1956 summer trip to Holland; 
Margaret “Maggie” Mollison ’50, assistant 
alumni secretary, brought the group news 
of the University and consulted on program 
plans for the year. Barbara (Haney) Mc­
Kay ’49, the chairman for this meeting, in­
troduced the officers and speakers for the 
evening.
Coming Meetings
St. Petersburg, Fla., Alumni
Luncheon meetings will be held during 
1956-57 at the Pennsylvania Hotel, 12:30 
on the following Saturdays:
December 15—January 12—February 16 
March 16—April 13
All alumni and their guests are invited. 
Phone O. W. Mountfort ’12, president, for 
details.
Boston Alumni
November 7, 6:30 P.M. 
Smith House, Cambridge 
Pre-Bowdoin Game Smoker 
Speaker: Dr. Rome Rankin 
New York Alumni 
Annual Sports Dinner 
November 30
Speaker: Coach Hal Westerman 
Watch for details
Portland Alumni
8:30 P.M., November 9 
Eastland Hotel 
Gala Victory Dance 
Nat Gold’s Orchestra
Following Alumni Associations Watch 
for Notices:
Chicago—Los Angeles—Kansas City— 
Penobscot Valley—Washington, D. C.— 
Buffalo, N. Y.
Regularly Scheduled Meetings
Weekly—
Portland Alumni
Friday Noon 
Commodore Restaurant 
Casco Bank Bldg.
Boston Alumni
City Club, Thompsons Spa
Friday Noon
Washington, D. C., Alumni
Thursday, 12:30 P.M.
Lotus Club
14th St. at New York Ave.
Monthly------
Chicago Alumni
Carson’s Men’s Grille
First Thursday of month
Noon
Maine Club of Auburn-Lewiston
Third Thursday of month
American Legion Home 
Auburn, 6:30 P.M.
Augusta-Hallowell Alumni
First Friday of month
Pioneer House, Augusta
Noon
Do You Have Any of These Names in Your Address Book?
If you know any leads to the addresses 
or locations of any of these alumni, please 
write: Directory Clerk, 44 Library, Univer­
sity of Maine, Orono, Maine. (The frater­
nity membership appears in parentheses af­
ter the name; the word (Law) after a name 
indicates that alumnus took the law course.)
1911
Mr. Alfred S. Adams (AXA)
Mr. Albert S. Atwood (4»IIK)
Mr. Howard E. Bailey (OX)
Mr. Lester L. Bennett
Mr. Horace S. Blanchard
Mr. Samuel W. Bradeen
Mr. Clyde G. Bruhm
Mr. Harold S. Burrill
Mr. Ralph H. Carlisle
Mr. Edmund P. Casey (OX)
Mr. Alfred H. Codaire (ATA)
Mr. David C. Coombs (KS)
Mr. John F. Dean
Mr. Laurence E. Drew (2AE)
Mr. Joseph M. Druker (Law) 
Mr. Claude H. Gilpatrick (SAE) 
Mr. Leo F. Hayes (OX)
Mr. Francis M. Hoben
Mr. Arthur C. Houghton (ATQ)
Mr. Frederick M. Ingersoll (4TA) 
Mr. Harry Jaffe
Mr. George K. Jordan (OX)
Mr. Walter C. Judkins
Miss Frances Kelley
Mr. Percy G. Kilburn
Mr. John E. Liggett (Law)
Mr. Tse Sheng Linn
Mr. Ray T. Luce
Mr. Chester M. Merrill
Mr. Eugenio L. Munoz
Mr. Wentworth Peckham (B©n) 
Miss Beulah F. Philbrook (AOn) 
Mr. Phillip P. Reed
Mr. Willard D. Richardson
Mr. Harry A. Sacknoff (Law)
Mr. Charles E. Sherry (Law)
Mr. Theodore N. Shorey
Mr. Delma R. Small
Mr. William H. Sweeney (Law)
Mr. Leon C. Tarbell
Mr. Horace W. Van Horn (#rA) 
Mr. James L. Walker
Mr. Forrest E. Welch
Mr. John G. Wetherell
Mr. Boardman S. Williams (4>rA)
Mr. George A. Woodman
Mr. Lawrepce P. Woods
1912
Mr. Charles S. J. Banks
Mr. Charles A. Batty (ATA)
Mr. Charles H. Blackwell (4>KS)
Mr. Royden V. Brown (Law)
Mr. Ernest W. Brundin
Mr. Gordon Busfield
Mr. Everett H. Carr
Mr. Charles W. Dow (Law)
Mr. Frank E. Dudley
Mr. William G. Emerson
Mr. Roger C. Eveleth (SAE)
Mr. Harold C. Faulkner
Mr. Brackett B. Fernaid
Mr. John L. Gaffney (Law)
Mr. Phillips B. Gardner (Law)
Mr. Carl H. Gray
Mr. George F. Greeley
Mr. George F. Guthrie
Mr. William Haines (Law)
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Notes from the Classes
NECROLOGY
1895
MELVILLE FREDERICK ROLLINS On Au- 
gust 30, 1956, Melville F. Rollins died in San 
Bernardino, Calif. A native of Bangor he was 
with the Milwaukee Railroad and did considerable 
work as a resident engineer in the Puget Sound 
area in locating and construction In 1926 he was 
transferred to the water-treating department where 
he worked until his retirement in 1939 Survivors 
include two daughters and two sons Mr Rollins 
was a member of Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity.
1905
CHARLES HENRY PARKER The Alumni 
Office has been notified that Charles H Parker 
died in December of 1943 in Fairfield Two sons 
are Maine alumni Charles H ’43 and Philip S. ’49
1907
FRANK MANLY WHITE Frank M. White, 
Vinalhaven’s only druggist for the past 52 years, 
died on October 4, 1956, at his home Mr White 
attended Castine Normal School for two years 
and later graduated from the College of Pharmacy 
at the University Survivors include his widow, a 
son, Edward T. ’36, and two grandchildren. Mr. 
White was a member of Phi Gamma Delta Fra­
ternity
1909
WALLACE FRANCIS BROWN The Alumni 
Office has been informed that Wallace F Brown 
died on November 1, 1949 Mr. Brown hifcl been 
superintendent of construction for Stone & Webster 
Engineering Corp of Boston, but was retired and 
living in Portland at the time of his death. He 
was a member of Theta Chi Fraternity
BERNARD ALBERT CHANDLER. A native 
of New Gloucester, Maine, Bernard A Chandler 
died on May 28, 1956, at his home in Westmoreland 
Hills, Md He had been retired as a valuation 
engineer from the United States Bureau of Internal 
Revenue in 1950 and had served as a consulting 
forester and engineer-accountant since then. He 
was very active in local church affairs. Survivors 
include his widow, two sons, and a sister Mr 
Chandler was a member of Phi Kappa Sigma Fra­
ternity
1910
ARTHUR HUDSON PARSONS. Arthur H. 
Parsons, proprietor of the Parsons Laundry, in 
Salem, Mass , for 43 years, died on September 17, 
1956 A native of Gloucester, he had retired from 
his business three years ago He was active in the 
Masons, Kiwanis, and a past president of the 
Massachusetts Laundryman’s Assoc Survivors in­
clude his wife, two sons, and a sister. Mr Parsons 
was a member of Sigma Nu Fraternity.
1914
JAMES BARRY MOUNTA1NE On August 24, 
1956, James B Mountaine died in Bangor Mr 
Mountaine had practiced law in Bangor since 1914 
For many years he was attorney for both the Na­
tional Grange Insurance Company and tne Peerless 
Insurance Company of Keene, N H In 1944 and 
1945 he was judge of the Penobscot County Probate 
Court Survivors include two sisters of Bangor.
1916
GEORGE FRANKLIN EATON. On October 1, 
1956, George F Eaton, prominent Bangor citizen, 
attorney, and businessman, died He was the 
founder and senior partner in the law firm of Eaton, 
Peabody, Bradford, and Veague, of Bangor. (Mer­
rill R. Bradford *39 and Arnold L. Veague ’38) 
Mr Eaton was a director of the Eastern Maine 
General Hospital for 33 years and served as presi­
dent of the board for 17 years His A B. degree 
was from BowJoin College in 1914, his law de­
gree was Maine *16 He served in the army in 
W W I as an officer. Mr Eaton held several elected 
posts in city and county government an J was a 
member of the first city council in Bangor in 1932. 
He was president and trustee of the Bangor Savings 
Bank, president and director of the Merchant’s 
Corporation, and director of the Merchant’s Na­
tional Bank (Bangor). Active membership was held 
by Mr Eaton in numerous professional legal as­
sociations He was an active mason and shriner, 
past president of the Bangor Rotary, and former 
president of the Bangor Tarratinc Club Survivors 
include his wife, four sons, two brothers—one is 
Arthur G. ’14, anJ six grandchil ’ren Among the 
honorary bearers was Dr Arthur A Hauck Mr 
Eaton was a member of Alpha Delta Phi Fraternity.
GRANVILLE CHASE GRAY. Superior Court
Justice Granville C Gray of Presque Isle died un­
expectedly on September 2, 1956, at the Eastern 
Maine General Hospital in Bangor A native of 
Baring, Judge Gray had been a member of the 
Maine Superior Court since 1949 He was a veteran 
of W W. I Following his admission to the bar he 
served as city solicitor of Brewer from 1921 to 1922, 
then he was engaged in trust banking and later 
in the general practice of law in Presque Isle. In 
1935 Judge Gray was a member of the Maine House 
of Representatives Survivors include his widow, a 
daughter, a son, and three grandchildren
1919 .
MILLARD GEORGE MOORE. Millard G. 
Moore died on September 20, 1956, at a Bangor 
hospital. A native of Dexter, he moved to Old 
Town in 1912 After graduating from Maine he was 
employed at the New York Agricultural Station in 
Geneva as a chemist and later was at the University 
of Maine Experiment Station in the same capacity. 
In 1930 he received his master’s degree in chemical 
engineering from the University of Maine He re­
tired in 1950. Survivors include his wife, two sons, 
Millard G , Jr., ’51 and Frank A ’48, and two 
grandchildren Mr Moore was a member of Phi 
Gamma Delta Fraternity.
1932
SHERWOOD ALMON JELLISON. Sherwood 
A. Jellison died on November 26, 1951, at Sarasota, 
Fla His occupation at that time was an accountant. 
He was a native of Ellsworth. During W W II he 
held the rank of sergeant m the U S Army and 
was awarded the Bronze Star Medal. A sister is 
among the survivors.
1955
BRUCE EMERSON WORTHLEY. Notification 
of the death of Bruce E Worthley as having oc­
curred in December of 1952 has been received in 
the Alumni Office Bruce was at the University in 
1951-52. His mother is listed as surviving
SENIOR ALUMNI
1 QQQ Rnlph Hamlin of 1136A Pershing Blvd., 
I OzO Reading, Pa, writes that he’s just re­
turned from a year m Texas where he worked for 
Brown & Root, Inc., on a paper mill expansion 
job for Southland Paper Co. at Lufkin. He adds, 
“Very much prefer a more northern clime ”
1899 Mary Alden Hopkins extends good wishes to us all from RFD 1, Box 210, New­
town, Conn., and comments, “I read the Alumnus
magazine with interest.”
1900 After Nov. 1st we find Grosevnor Stickney at 1314 First St, North,
Petersburg, Fla. Around May 1st he’s at the 
lowing Illinois address: 215 So. Washington
W. 
St. 
fol- 
St.,
Wheaton, Ill
1901 Frank E. Watts of 1237 6th St , Sara­sota, Fla , spent the last three summers 
as technical advisor on guided missile boosters, 
Navy amphibians. Marine Corps research develop­
ment, and sonic drills for oilwells. The summer of 
1956 was spent “island hopping” in the Caribbean 
and a short stay al his summer home in Saranac, 
Michigan.
1 OfK Mr. Ernest L Dinsmore
I / VJ 231 Woodford St , Portland 5
A letter from H O Beale and an article in the 
Lewi won Journal by Mrs. Beale, setting forth some 
of their trips which they have taken in their Air­
stream Trailer have just been received. Wish it 
could all be published here. These excerpts, I am 
sure will be of interest to our classmates.
In June 1955 they started for Alaska, but due 
to a seaman’s strike they did not get there. They 
did, however, finally get to the Pacific Coast and 
as far north as Vancouver, B. C. On the way 
across the country they passed through Callender, 
the home of the famous Dionne Quintuplets The 
next day they traveled through dense forests. To 
the north of these forests, they were told there are 
thousands of square miles which arc still unex­
plored For part of their journey they were on 
the 50 parallel, where at 10 30 pm, they could 
read a newspaper
In due time they arrive back in the U.S A and 
put up for the night at Great Falls, Montana. Mr. 
and Mrs Beale spent twenty-five years of their 
lives here, after a visit in Montana they went west 
to the Pacific and then north to Vancouver, B. C.
They arrived home on Sept. 21 after a trip of 
11,000 miles.
In her article Mrs Beale gives an interesting 
account of some of the trips they have taken in 
their trailer since Harry’s retirement in 1947. They 
have traveled more than 120,000 miles, visiting 
every state in the Union, all Canadian Provinces 
except Newfoundland, and parts of Mexico as far 
south as 300 miles below Mexico City.
Mrs Beale speaks of a Thanksgiving Dqy in 
Arizona. It was a wonderful experience to sit 
down to their Thanksgiving dinner out of doors 
with 86 other travelers and basking in the bright 
sun shining down on the attractively decorated 
tables She says that our biggest thrill was a trip 
to Mcxio with a caravan. Among 27 trailers which 
left Nogales, Ariz only two, of which they were 
one, were from the east of the Mississippi River 
In many parts of Mexico in which they traveled 
many of the people were quite primitive. They 
carry heavy loads on their heads with something 
in each hand and their children on their backs The 
husbands ride on burros.
Mr and Mrs Beale now spend their winters in 
Florida but in the good old summertime there is 
no place like Maine. Their summer home is at 
North Anson.
1 QfiA ^ar^c RichardsI /vv 11 Parent St., So. Berwick
As shown with the Hallowell News in the Ken­
nebec Journal there was a photo of Mr and Mrs. 
Winfield D. Bearce, who celebrated their 50th wed­
ding anniversary at the home of their son, Win­
field H Bearce at 163 Second St, on Sept 8, 1956. 
Those in attendance besides the guests of honor 
were. Mr and Mrs Henry W Bearce, Hebron; 
George D. Bearce, Bucksport, Mr. and Mrs. Win­
field H. Bearce, and Winfield H. Bearce, Jr.
A card from San Antonio, Tex., reported Ger­
trude (Jones) Nutter had a wonderful trip to the 
National Home Demonstration Convention, and 
that on the way through New Orleans she con­
tacted Guerric deColigny by telephone Your secre­
tary was m error in reporting Gertrude’s retire­
ment last month as she is back on duty since about 
Oct 1.
Under the heading of “The Party Line” by Frank­
lin P Lincoln in the Portland Press Herald, we 
learn that “Shorty” and Mrs. Southard reached 
their home in San Diego safely after driving 7541 
miles for the round trip to Orono. To emphasize 
that they are both very active and not retired, 
“Shorty” affirms that their realty sales office sold 
over a million dollars m the past year.
A brief note received recently says that “Jim” 
Wallace was in So Portland m June fully expect­
ing to join us for our 50th Reunion, but experi­
enced trouble with his eyes the day before he 
would have started for Orono. “Jim” thought it 
wise to return to his home in Petersburg, Va., for 
the treatment which was required for a long period 
of time.
BY CLASSES
1 QA7 Mr Karl MacDonald
I 7 V I 27 Nelson Ave., Wellsville, N. Y.
Arthur R Lord, Route 1, Box 113, Palos Park, 
Ill , last summer took a trip to the Gaspe with the 
American Fern Society He said he managed to 
see quite a bit of Maine on the trip, including the 
Turnpike Called on his sister in Maine and a 
brother in Mass. On August 19 he was back on 
the Campus for the first time in 48 years It was 
raining so they drove around. Said he managed 
to pick out from the maze of new buildings a few 
in which he used to have classes. Arthur says he 
is coming back next June to have a better look. 
How about some of you others with 40 odd years 
absence9
Reginald R Lambe has evidently disposed of 
his home in Elizabeth, N J , for he gives as his 
mail address P.O. Box 121, Boothbay Harbor, Me. 
He says he is going to settle in that vacinity but 
evidently has not decided just where it will be. 
He expects to be traveling around this winter, 
probably South.
Arthur N. Beal, 17344 Arrow Blvd., Fontana, 
Calif, spent the summer at Newport Beach with his 
trailer and boat His health is fine He had four 
grandchildren presented to him this year, which 
makes a total of ten
Myles W Illingworth, 3 Concord Ave., Cam­
bridge, Mass., who is manager of the Mass. Furni­
ture & Piano Movers Association, says he handles 
all tariffs and does legislative work for the 300 
movers thruout the state. His son has just re­
turned to Worcester Polytechnic Institute as a 
junior after completing an eight weeks summer 
course at Harvard. Myles expects to attend our 
50th reunion next June.
Charles E. Davis, 20 Wayside Ave., Bridgton, 
states that he has been so busy this summer sur-
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1907 Class History
The Class of 1907 is compiling a 
class history. Anyone knowing the ad­
dress of a surviving relative or friend 
of any deceased member of 1907, 
please send it to
E. P. Lambe
37 Knox St.,
Thomaston, Maine
veying that he has not had much time to go fishing 
He did manage to get in a weeks trip to Lambert 
Lake and to do some bass fishing on the boundry 
lakes
Alton A Austin, Ridlonville, states that in spite 
of the cold and early frosts, his garden did re­
markably well Besides plenty of garden vegetables, 
he had a lot of grass to mow on his large lawn 
He also looks after his church’s property, which 
has a large lawn, so he gets a little exercise He 
says "Our 50th class reunion will soon be here 
and’ also my 50th wedding anniversary comes 
along on Sept 4 ” He hopes to be able to attend 
both
Your secretary trusts you are following the sug­
gestion sent you on a postal around the first of 
October This is just a reminder of what to do 
with your Maine Alumnus after you are thru with 
it Also don’t forget to send in your Biography 
and any information you have in regard to de­
ceased classmates
1908 Mr. James Gannett 166 Main St , Orono
Burton and Mrs. Flanders of Rockland were the 
only members of the class, coming from a distance, 
who registered at Commencement ’56 Incidentally 
they have n excellent record of attendance over 
the years
Speaking of Commencement '56, Judith White of 
the class of ’57, one of Ray and Madge Fellows’ 
grandchildren, had a prominent part, that of Peter 
Pan in the pageant of the same name This was her 
third Commencement Pageant performance And 
speaking of grandchildren, the columns of The 
Alumnus have recently referred to the six grand­
children of Phil and Rebecca Emery and the six 
claimed by Ray and Madge Fellows What mem­
bers of ’08 can top this9
During the month of September your Secretary 
and his wife called on the members of the class 
living in Hancock County. On the 23rd we en­
joyed a door-yard chat with George Fogg at his 
farm in Hulls Cove. It is fortunate that we did 
not delay the visit because he was to leave for his 
winter’s work in Florida on the 29th.
George is planning to come back for our 50th 
in 1958 and hopes to meet the other three men who 
took the School Course in Agriculture with him, 
Albert S Cook of Princeton, N J , Leon E Lam­
bert of Ridgewood, N J , and Bernard F Twitchell 
of Hiram. He related with pride that their in­
structor in English was Mary Ellen Chase George 
and Mrs Fogg have a daughter and four sons
Earlier in the month we called on Mr and Mrs. 
Harry W Gordon at Harry’s father’s cottage on 
Oak Point in Trenton Mrs Gordon, with the help 
of Harry L and their son, created an unusually 
attractive summer home on the shore overlooking 
Western Bay and the Mt Desert hills
We found Mildred (Chase) Hinckley at home 
when we called on her in Blue Hill. She says that 
she is now through teaching for good although 
it is a fact that for several years past the school 
authorities at Blue Hill and Oak Grove would not 
let her retire in spite of her efforts to do so It 
was a privilege to see the spacious Chase home and 
its priceless furnishings and to hear of the doings 
of her brothers and sisters and the numerous nieces 
and nephews.
Ray Fellows, who retired in September as Chief 
Justice of the Maine Supreme Court, has been ap­
pointed by Gcvernor Muskie to be chairman of a 
citizens committee to study and make recommenda­
tions on the comprehensive survey of Maine’s 
government by the Public Administration Service of 
Chicago.
still active, alert and going strong He was York 
County Medical Examiner for 20 years; 26 years 
Secretary-Treasurer of the York County Medical 
Association, and 15 years Coast Guard Medical 
Officer of the First District. He has been active in 
local and county politics and in masonic work. The 
Kinghorns have 3 daughters, 2 married, and 
grandchild Doc has had a busy and happy career 
and is warmly respected by a host of friends in 
southwestern Maine We wish him many years of 
continued good health and usefulness.
Martha (Knight) Anderson lives at 126 West 
River St , Orange, Mass Olof, her husband, is a 
retired minister They have one son who is now 
studying for his Ph.D at the University of Cali­
fornia His work was interrupted by Uncle Sam, 
but he now expects to finish next year. Mattie 
collects stamps and has a satisfying interest in 
birds, a hobby which she pursues actively. From 
neighbors. I understand she is considered an authori­
ty on ornithology in her area
Prof. Merton T Goodrich of Keene (N. H ) 
Teachers College, delivered a sermon Sunday, May 
20, at the Unitarian Church The service was con­
ducted by laymen. Merton received his master’s 
degree from Clark University and did graduate 
work at Boston University and Rensselaer. He is 
widely known as an authority on genealogy and as 
the local U. S Cooperative Weather Observer
A pleasant ’09 “little” reunion took place in 
Peterborough, N H , on July 24 and 25, at the 
lovely new home of George and Isabel Nauman. 
Present were Bill and Sally Gilbert, Henry and 
Helen Nash and Fred and Florence Knight There 
was much good talk and reminiscing, and too much 
good food The occasion was topped off by climb­
ing Pack Monadnock (energy supplied by gasoline). 
The Naumans are enthusiastic hikers and mountain 
climbers, and spend many happy hours at their 
hobby In fact, it was this hobby that led them 
to retire to the Petersborough area because of the 
opportunities to practice it in an ideal countryside
1911 Hammond Bangor
inspecting the Union Build- 
old timers, lunching at the 
noon, 46 enjoyed most de- 
President Russ Smith had a 
as well as for each lady, 
taken and one also of the
Mr Avery C.
287 Ohio St ,
The Class of 1911 held their “45th Reunion” with 
twenty-six members present, but all did not register
The opening event was a get-together Friday night 
at the Bangor House where many a tale of life 
at the University years ago was told with telling 
results. The film in color and sound track “Assign­
ment Aroostook” was shown and admired.
Saturday found them 
ing and meeting other 
Country Club on Sat. 
licious broiled chicken 
gift for each member, 
A group picture was
1911 members of the Base Ball Team which burned 
up diamonds in those years behind the pitching of 
Marty McHale Those in the picture arc—George 
D Bearce, first base, who recently retired as general 
manager of the St Regis Paper Co , Bucksport, 
George Wentworth, pitcher and out field, now 
owner of The Narragansett By The Sea Hotel, in 
Kennebunkport, Russell S Smith, catcher, now with 
the government in Philadelphia, Maurice F. Mc­
Carty, manager, recently retired Supt of the Holl­
ingsworth and Whitney Paper Co , Waterville, 
Nelson E Scales, outfielder, now hotel owner in 
Guilford, Wallace E Parsons, second base, at 
Hebron and Maine, now president of the Keyes 
Arthur B Richardson, 
of Chesebrough-Pond’s,
Fibre Co, Waterville, and 
outfielder, now at the head 
Inc, New York City.
Besides McHale, George 
forced to miss the reunion, 
made the Piersail one handed, bare-handed catch in 
left field to save a no hitter for Marty McHale 
He is now chief engineer for the Lackawanna in 
Hoboken, N. J Shown sitting at his desk it is 
easy to see that he might have some trouble mak­
ing such a catch now.
Saturday evening the class attended the Alumni 
Banquet and were pleased to be able to present a 
1911 Scholar- 
that
A “GAP” Phillips was 
George is the one who
check for $2,525 00 to be added to the 
ship Fund to bring the total of 
$7,750 00
The members of the class of 1911 
the University Possibly we should 
the University for there is no thought 
or a fall, but perpetuation.
fund to
are
say
of destruction
proud of 
they love
1909 Mr Fred D. Knight 9 Westmoreland Drive
W Hartford 7, Conn.
Dr. Charles W. Kinghorn is still in active prac­
tice in Kittery and Portsmouth, N. H, After leav­
ing Maine in his junior year for personal reasons, 
he was engaged in the drug business for four 
years He graduated from Bowdoin Medical School 
in 1915, served a 13-month internship at Worcester 
City Hospital At the age of 70, Dr Kinghorn is
1912 On June 19’ 1956 Gov Muskie nomi-  nated Percy T Clarke of Ellsworth to 
be an active retired justice of the Maine Supreme 
Court Justice Clarke retired after 8 1/2 years of 
service on the Maine bench, the last year on the 
Supreme Court
1914 Announcement has been made of the marriage of Mrs Doris S Buswell of 
Andover and South Weymouth. Mass , and Clar­
ence C Pierce of Boston and Hingham on Satur­
day, June 30 Mrs Pierce, a graduate of the
-
Thomas G. Mangan ’16, Livermore 
Falls, and Mr. and Mrs. Norman O. 
Weil, New York, N. Y., had great suc­
cess on a vacation fishing trip at Aca­
pulco, Mexico, last spring.
Stanstead (Quebec) Conservatory of Music and 
Lowell State Teachers College is a music supervisor 
in the Weymouth schools Mr Pierce is president 
of the C C Pierce Company in Boston The couple 
will reside at 28 Summit Dr , Hingham, Mass
1915
a law 
live
are
at
a
degree from Georgetown Unix 
616 Broadview Terrace in
Mr Luther 
years in the 
C He has 
the Univer- 
The
Hartford,
the poul- 
but the
number of occasions when 
recognizes youth activities, 
turned at the annual banquet of the
industry to Perley I Fitts, N. H , Commis- 
of Agriculture, and Robert Thurrell of Wolfe- 
Both recipients have been active in poultry 
for over 30 years Bob Thurrell has served
Harris G Luther, assistant director of 
the patent section of United Aircraft 
Corp , was presented with a gold watch in August 
in recognition of 25 years of service 
joined UAC in 1931 after serving 6 1/2 
U S Patent Office in Washington, D 
a mechanical engineering degree from 
sity and 
Luthers 
Conn
There
try industry 
tables were 
University of New’ Hampshire Poultry Science Club 
held February 15 at Durham The student poultry 
club presented certificates for outstanding service to 
the poultry industry and unselfish aid to the youth 
of the 
stoner 
boro 
circles
as president of the N. H Poultry Growers Associ­
ation and director for many years He was one 
of the founders of the N H Egg Producers Cooper­
ative and director for many years He is a past 
president of NEPPCO and is now serving as director 
from N H He operates Cotton Mt. Farm 
Wolfeboro, a large poultry breeding farm that 
started in
1916
1923.
Mrs Evelyn W. Harmon
(Evelyn Winship) 
Livermore Falls 
gorgeous riot of color all around
is gold and scarlet and 
I suppose by the time 
will be 
it lasts
Adams
It is so beautiful
is wonderful while 
summer Herbert K
in 
he
US1
drab and dull.
of Bowdoinham 
Award by the
Such a
Everywhere we look there 
orange 
this is printed everything 
but it
This
was presented with a Tree Farm 
Androscoggin Valley Soil Conservation District 
board of supervisors at the annual Twin County 
Demonstration Day These woodlot conservation 
practices consist of selective cutting, pruning, re­
moval of inferior trees, planting, construction of 
proper road systems and thinning Herbert writes 
that he has become a member of the American 
Tree Farm System and the S D Warren tree farm 
family He is also proud to report that he has 
another grandson, son of his daughter, Olive, and 
William Melcher ’50
Some of the letters which I received last spring 
have not been printed yet because of lack of 
space, so I am sending them in this time, as I 
know you will be glad to have them
From Marlborough Packard, I heard to the 
effect that he lives and works in New Jersey His 
work is that of industrial engineer with Melchior 
Armstrong Dessan Company of Ridgefield, N J. 
The company manufactures refrigeration equip-
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mcnt and a comp’ete line of Oxygen Therapy equip­
ment His Alumni activities arc getting out to some 
of the meetings of the Eastern New York Alumni 
Association and attending the annual Pulp and 
Paper Alumni Luncheon Each year, he spends 
his vacation at Scbec Lake, Maine, where he and 
his family have summer places I would like to 
thank him very much for the kind words he wrote 
about my work as news gatherer for our col­
umn in The Alumnus.
I received a welcome letter from Judge Miller 
B Moran of Lowville, N. Y. He is at present 
the County Judge and Surrogate of the County of 
Lewis, which is a small county in northern New 
York, and he has been such a judge for approxi­
mately twenty-two years Recently he has been 
assigned to the County Court of Queens County, 
New York City. He has one son, who is prac­
ticing law at Carthage, N. Y.
lawyer residing at 54 Harwick 
Aside from earning a living, 
grandchildren keeps him busy, 
now associate editor of the
he is 
This
spent
1 Q j Q Mr Weston S Evans
I / I 0 8 Kell St, Orono
Thomas Shea, a ‘‘would be" engineer, turned 
legal after various other occupations and is now a 
robust, white-topped 
St , Hartford, Conn 
keeping track of 13
Frank Ferguson,
Spokesman-Review in Spokane, Wash , also presi­
dent of the Spokane Press Club, says he is planning 
to return for our 40th Reunion in *58 Well be 
seeing you, Frank
A recent letter from Gould Ruggles, now work­
ing with Stone and Webster m Boston and re­
siding at 224 High St , Reading, Mass , says 
wondering if anyone will be back in *58 
column will answer that, Gould
J Mary (Thaanum) Manwell says she has 
the last 40 years bringing up a family an I teach­
ing school She is now principal at Prices Corner 
School in Westbrook Mary was selected as an 
Exchange Teacher by the Interchange of Teachers 
between the United States and the United King­
dom in 1953-54 In addition to teaching a full 
year al Hatfield, Hertfordshire, England, she had 
the opportunity to visit a great many different types 
of schools in Hertfordshire and surrounding coun­
ties and being “absolutely spoileJ with kindness 
consideration, and hospitality ’’ During the holi- 
cays at Christmas and Easter, she visited about 
all over southern and western Europe We can 
well understand Mary's statement that this was an 
experience she never will forget
Francis (S’ugger) Chapin says he has acquire I 
neither fame nor fortune (like most of us) but 
judging from his letter, he has acquired a philosophy 
which appears sound, viz, at our age lease the 
rest to the younger generation The old philosopher 
resides at Portlan I Road, Saco
Reuben Levin is running for State Senator from 
Bennington County, N Y Besides being a Ben­
nington Village attorney for many years and 
raising a family of seven, Reuben has served as 
Justice of the Peace, and is now Vermont State 
Deputy Boxing Commissioner, and Moderator of 
Bennington Graded School District
Verne Beverly Retires
Verne C. Beverly ’20, Presque Isle, 
Aroostook county agent for the Maine 
Extension Service for more than 33 
years, has announced his retirement 
effective Nov. 30.
“We are very sorry to lose the ser­
vices of Mr. Beverly after 33 years of 
effective work,” Dean of Agriculture 
Arthur L. Deering ’12, said. “His out­
standing work has been widely recog­
nized as being of great benefit to the 
agriculture of Aroostook County and 
the State of Maine. Our best wishes go 
with him in his future activities.”
He was awarded the Superior Ser­
vice Award of the U. S. Department of 
Agriculture in 1954 for “leading Aroos­
took County farmers in outstandingly 
successful programs of potato improve­
ment, soil building, and crop diversi­
fication, thus favorably affecting the 
economy of county, state, anti nation.”
Here’s Lawrence W. Davee ’22 and Muriel (Goodrich) Davee ’22 with their 
granddaughter Barbara Ann, 3, the daughter of James E. Davee ’50 and Miriam 
(Newell—UNH ’52) Davee. (See May 1956 Alumnus, Class of 1922 column.) 
Last spring Mr. Davee, the elder, was tendered three testimonial dinners in one 
week for his long service on the borough council and fire association in Tenafly 
N. J. He is sales manager and engineer for the Century Projector Corporation in 
New York. Robert L. Davee, another son, is a sophomore in the College of Tech­
nology.
1920 Miss M Eleanor Jackson1230 Chamber of Commerce Bldg
80 Federal St , Boston 10, Mass
Brewster Academy of Wolfeboro, N H , has a 
column in the Granite State News of Wolfeboro
June 8 gives us an excellent write up about “Herb” 
Tinker (Edith Scott 1919)
‘Personality—Mr Tinker
“What teacher at Brewster celebrates his birthday 
on the same day as President Eisenhower9 Well, 
you algebra and you geometry students should know 
the answer because the teacher we are talking about 
is >our teacher, Mr Tinker
“Soon after graduating from Brewster in 1916, 
Mr Tinker was sent to M I T by the Navy to study 
the aeronautical course there After completing his 
course, Mr Tinker r ccived his commission as an 
Ensien A good part or his time was spent flying 
off the coasts of Cuba and Key West spotting sub­
marines For seventeen vears Mr Tinker held three 
pilot licenses, and has had experience flying not 
only the various types of planes, but dirigibles as 
well
“After the war we find Mr Tinker graduated to 
Lt j g and was ready to enter the field of educa­
tion He received his A B Degree from the Uni­
versity of Maine and took lus educational courses 
at Columbia University, also did work at Boston 
University and Harvard. Mr Tinker taught College 
Board math for seven years, and in addition to an 
already strenuous schedule, he coached football, 
baseball, and basketball Further up the ladder 
Mr Tinker for ten years was a principal at junior 
and senior high schools Later on he became tech­
nical adviser of aviation courses at the Graduate 
School of Harvard
‘When war was dec’ared again, we once more 
find Mr Tinker serving his country This time we 
find him the superintendent of war training in the 
Civil Aeronautic Administration This consisted 
of the training of Army and Navy pilots in flight 
an I ground school training He was in charge of 
the East Coast in this field, and was in close con­
tact with the President in this position during the 
remainder of the war
‘Peace at last, but not for Mr Tinker He was 
made director of disposal of surplus aircraft and 
electronics in the Reconstruction Finance Corp and 
War Assets Administration We discovered that 
Mr Tinker has not only held a position with the 
government, but found that he is a past president 
of the Alumni Association and the past president 
of the Boston Brewster Club
“In 1948 Mr Tinker returned to Wolfeboro and 
Brewster, with his wi e Edith, who is the daughter 
of the late Dr Scott a well known physician in 
Wolfeboro, and a trus .c ot Brewster for fi ty years
“The Tinkers are proud parents of four children 
and five grandchildren Two ot the grandchildren 
are identical twins But we are sure that we are 
equally as proud to have him as one of our teach­
ers ”
This is certainly a wonderful tribute to Herb 
from his students
If any of you have intended to send a pledge or 
make a contribution to our Scholarship Fund and 
haven’t, may we give you a gentle nudge?
1921 Mrs. Charles McDonald(Dorothy Smith)
R F D 1, Carmel
Harold S. Tibbetts is treasurer of the Androscog­
gin Savings Bank, Lewiston, Me. He and his wife 
Grace have a daughter who is married and has 
two children The daughter Mary Grace graduated 
from the U. of M. in '48.
Alton T. Littlefield is vice pres, and mgr. division 
operations of Central Maine Power Company of 
Augusta He married Pauline Harthorn ’23. They 
have two children and four grandchildren Both 
children are alumnae of the U of Me , Marian in 
’47 and Elizabeth in ’51. Alton says, “Followed Ike 
with a heart attack last Sept, and while spending 
a few weeks in hospital had some letters from 
classmates I hadn’t heard from for a long time, so 
it did have some compensating results ’’
Vernon Hobbs is with the U S. Bureau of Pub­
lic Roads, N C. District, district bridge engineer 
“My hobbies used to be hunting, fishing and golf, 
but since building our last home which has an 
acre and a half of ground, most of my spare time is 
spent looking after the various plantings, fruits, 
trees, azalias, roses, and so forth; besides grass 
cutting plus grapevines, and boysenberries.” Ver­
non’s wife’s name is Helen
George Maynard Trafton is owner and operator 
of a vacation resort in Wells, Maine. His wife’s 
name is Bcrnette Stair Trafton They have three 
children. Maynard says, “Keeping 75 guests happy 
through the summer is my primary work. Have 27 
buildings to care for, do a lot of engineering in 
off season.”
1077 Mrs Albert E LibbyI J LL (Minnie Norell)
55 Bayview Ave , So Portland
I never see a movie now, that I am not reminded 
of the Lawrence Davees, because of his important 
work in connection with cinerama, vistavision, and 
cinemascope, which I reported in the May Alumnus. 
At that time space did not permit the above photo 
to be used so you now have that belated pleasure. 
Wish we could have lots of such previews from 
class members before reunion next June’ A most 
helpful preparation, I assure you.
Lillian (Dunn) Sayford brings us up to date on 
her family Elizabeth Smith ’50 is married and 
has a daughter and son Richard graduated from 
William & Mary in b2 an I Harvard Business 
School in ’54, now with I B M Her husband is 
vice president of Frank M. Sayford Co. in New
Jeisey.
Aithur Mulvaney writes that he is teacher and 
coach in Keene High School, N H He has one 
daughter and two grandchil ren He is planning 
to be in Orono for reunion next June
Acessa (Spaulding) Everett hasn’t forgotten the 
Maine “Hello” and the pleasure of thinking of 
college days Her husband is a pharmacist in the 
only drugstore in Norridgewock. Their daughter, 
Patricia, is busy with three boys, and son, Alfred, 
is serving in the Air Force
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The Rev. Lawrence Porter, Portland District Supt. 
of the Maine Conference of Methodist Churches, 
was one of three from New England to attend the 
World Methodist Conference at Lake Junalaska, 
N C, last September.
1924 Mrs. Clarence C. Little (Beatrice Johnson) 
Box 558, Bar Harbor
Dear Classmates:
Carleton W. Merritt (“Speed” to us) received 
an interesting honor recently at the meeting of the 
Eastern Association of Intercollegiate Football Offi­
cials when he was presented with a gold lifetime 
pass to all eastern football games The plan was 
instituted by that organization m 1952 and is a 
tribute to retiring officials. Only seventy of these 
awards have been given so far so we all want to 
congratulate you, Speed, for the esteem which your 
colleagues have shown toward you. It is well de­
served Allen, Speed’s son, is on the football squad 
at Maine this year.
I’m sorry I missed seeing some of you in June 
on campus. There’s a bit of a problem for me be­
cause the trustees are always in session at the same 
time that our class is meeting. The result is that 
I am sometimes not able to get over and register— 
but I’m always there—like the Star Spangled Ban­
ner'
Benjamin G. Hoos, who has been with the Brown 
Company m Berlin, N. H.» since 1925, has been 
promoted to research associate in Pulp—having 
been senior chemist for some time. The Brown 
Company is recognized as New England’s largest 
manufacturer of pulp, paper, and paper products.
Olin W Callighan, manager of paper sales for 
the Minerals and Chemicals Corp, of America, has 
been awarded with an Honorary Master of Sci­
ence degree from Western Michigan College, for 
noteworthy services to that institution and to the 
paper industry.
1925 Mrs Merrill Henderson (Anne Thurston)
Quechee, Vt
Dr Charles R Phillips of Lafayette St , Fair­
haven, Mass , was recently sworn in as a member 
of the State Board of Registration in Optometry,
for a term of five years In practice in New Bed­
ford since 1927, he is a member of the Rotary
Club, a director of New Bedford Port Society and 
an incorporator of the Fairhaven Institution for 
Savings
A specialty superintendent of the Fitchburg 
Paper Co , Charles S. Collins is married and has 
one son, Stephen, who is a freshman at the Uni­
versity. His home address is Central St., Asburn- 
ham, Mass
In a reply to my note, Mervin Bowden writes that 
he is a poultry farmer plus owner of a farm He 
has a son also in the poultry business, who is 
married and has a son The daughter is married 
and has two daughters A few extracurricular ac­
tivities to his credit are. Past Master of Paul Dean 
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and
Popular Sportsmen’s Bar
William T. Bigler 
General Manager
Lodge AF&AM, Past Patron of Eastern Star, con­
nected with the Congregational Church, belongs 
to Easton Improvement Association, and a mem­
ber of the Town Finance Committee. A busy man, 
whose address is 75 Foundry St., So. Easton, Mass
Madalene Brackett has now joined the list of 
retired school teachers On July 1st she became 
Mrs Gabriel R Saxe and lives at Shore Rd , 
Palermo, N. J.
Philip T Carroll, a retail druggist in Southwest 
Harbor, is the father of five daughters, two are 
attending the University and the oldest one gradu­
ated from there in ’55
4 AH / Mrs. Trygve Heistad
I /ZO (Shirley Roberts)
11 Third Ave., Augusta
Hi, by the time you read this, you will have re­
ceived your Oct. copy of the Alumnus and I hope 
you are inspired to send me all sorts of informa­
tion concerning yourselves and families.
Charles T. Conant is manager of the New Eng­
land Grain Co He is living in Auburn.
Arnold F Scott is the owner of the Mayview 
Motel in Lugoff, So Carolina.
Kenneth W. Barker is manager of a Home for 
Aged Men in No. Whitefield, Maine, known as 
Jefferson Camp.
Myles Standish is superintendent of the woods 
department for the Hudson Pulp and Paper Co 
He and his wife reside in Augusta. They have one 
daughter who is married and living in Providence, 
R. I
Gerald Wing is woodland mgr. for Hollingsworth 
Whitney Division of Scott Paper Company. They 
make their home m Waterville and have six 
children, ranging in age from 28 to 12 years This 
summer they staged a cookout at their home for 
members of the class of ’26. The occasion being 
a visit from Ezekiel (Zeke) Chase, his wife, Anne, 
and their daughter Other members of the class 
who were present were Maurice (Mossy) Burr, 
wife, and son from Northeast Harbor “Mossy is 
with the Water Co there Oren (Ginger) Fraser, 
his wife, Mabel, and daughter, Barbara Carl and 
Gertrude Libby of Unity, and Frank and Lee 
McDonald from Highmoor Farm at Monmouth 
Tryg and 1 were attending two weddings that day 
so were unable to greet these friends
C Wesley (Wes) Wixson is instructor in automo­
tive mechanics al Waterville High School His 
home is in Waterville He has a son and a daughter 
and one grandson
See you al Homecoming.
1928 Mrs William B Ledger(Emma Thompson)
75 Woodmont St , Portland 4
Mr and Mrs Chas M Harris, 99 Winthrop St , 
Augusta, must be proud of their son William He 
was graduated from Tilton School, Tilton, N H , 
June 2 with an award for highest scholastic stand­
ing and best moral character, an honorary award 
for highest scholastic record in science and a prize 
for excellence in advanced mathematics Besides all 
this he was a member of the varsity ski team, 
business manager of the Tilton Year Book, and a 
member of the staff of the school paper, the Til- 
toman. William looks much like Charlie if a 
newspaper photo can be believed. Cornell is lucky 
to get such a freshman.
Boardman B. Havey has been living in Calais 
at 273 Main St since May, 1951. He is treasurer 
of The Fenderson Agency, Inc., which is an In­
surance and Real Estate Agency Their son, An­
drew M , was graduated from “Maine” in 1951. 
Dad is president of the Calais Chamber of Com­
merce. I sure feel proud to be able to write so 
many nice things about my classmates.
Emery S Dickey—Postmaster at Brooks—no 
wonder I got a prompt reply. They have been 
married 28 years and their daughter was A O Pi at 
Maine and she now has 3 children and lives in 
Fayetteville, N. C Hope she sends them back to 
“Maine ”
Clarence M (Larry) Flint was research director 
for the American Newspaper Publishers in New 
York. He left a year ago last December to return 
to New England and to join the staff of Chas T. 
Main, Inc , as a staff consultant Their only daugh­
ter, Nancy Louise, was married Aug. 11 to Donald 
P. Bucbcndorf and now lives in New Haven where 
her husband is attending Yale Medical School. 
Nancy is a senior at Smith and commutes weekly.
I am sure many ’28ers will feel as badly as I did 
to learn that Phyllis (Metcalf) Wray’s husband 
“Zip” died very suddenly. She is still living at 
Greenville Jet , Maine.
Many, many thanks to those who returned the 
cards so promptly. It sure is a big help!
1929 Miss Barbara Johnson 32 Orland St , Portland
The Maine Torester, published annually by the 
students in the department of forestry, was this 
year dedicated to Fay Hyland ’29A, professor of 
botany, and a member of the University faculty for 
30 years
The dedication read It is with deep respect and 
appreciation that we dedicate this issue of the 
Maine Forester to Professor Fay Hyland. For 
many years his unlimited interest and inspirational 
teaching have guided forestry students through the 
University of Maine on to succssful futures The 
sincerity of his instruction will forever be re­
membered by Maine graduates.
1930 Mrs Ernest J. Pero (Jeanette Roney)
11 West End Ave , Westboro,
Dear Classmates
Mass
Items are very scarce this month so I’ll include 
some new addresses which have been received re­
cently
James Ashworth is at 46, c/o W. T. Grant, 
Raleigh, N. C
Jack Atwood works for WCSH-TV, Portland.
Winston Brooks Ines at 4006 Greenridge Dr, 
Pittsburgh 34, Pa
Apparently Frank Brown has moved to 111 Crest 
Rd , Ridgewood, N J Frank is serving on the 
Alumni Council of the General Alumni Association.
Horace Croxford is back in Maine after a few 
years in Conn. He is principal of the high school 
in Augusta and Ines al 54 So Chestnut St.
On the west coast we find Gordon Dow at 10966 
Bluffside Dr , No Hollywood, Calif.
Stan Frost is at 1516 East 9th St., The Dalles, 
Oreg
Edna Rackliff Trazier (Mrs George) resides at 
4003 So Nest Shore Blvd , Tampa 9, Fla.
Mr Earl Fuller reports his address as 1813 No 
Quantico, Arlington 3, Va.
Ginny Cushman, daughter of Parker ’31 and Bea 
(Carter) Cushman of Orono, was a member of the 
color guard at the national Girl Scout encampment 
last July near Detroit, Mich. This Roundup, the 
first ever held by the Girl Scouts, consisted of 
near!) 7 000 girls from all over the world Your 
secretary was on the selections committee and I’m 
sure many more of you were involved m some way. 
Won’t you please write us about your part9
Rep Cliff McIntyre helped frame recent legisla­
tion in the House Agriculture Committee concern­
ing a farm loan program which passed the House 
Cliff has been reelected in the Sept 10 election as
S Representative to the United States from 
Maine’s third District
Dr Dean Fisher, Commissioner of the Maine 
Dept of Health and Welfare, spoke on the admin­
istration of the department before the Maine Gov­
ernment class at the University in May
t This year Ralph Corbett, extension dairyman at 
U of M , has been named chairman of the judging 
committee for the New England Green Pastures 
Committee annual contest.
Now please report what you are doing. We 
would all be interested.
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4 ad j Mrs $am $czak|/<Jl (Ethel Thomas)
4 Gilbert St, Orono
The new class of 1960 just arrived at Maine has 
the following sons anJ daughters of ’31ers. Twins 
Pamelia Brockway and Richard Brockway (Philip 
J.), Martha Butler (Katherine Whitcomb), Pa­
tricia Maguire (Francis S.), Adelaide Howard (El- 
win T ), William P Hamblett (William P ), Ken­
neth F Blanchard (Richard F ) and William C 
Stiles (Willis L and Mary Carter). Congratula­
tions, classmates, for this fine contribution to the 
ranks of U. of M
The Bangor Public Library is currently having a 
one-man exhibit of twenty-eight water color paint­
ings by Phil Brockway, placement director at the 
University In describing these paintings “one feels 
these paintings, not just sees them. Here is warmth, 
serenity, humility, here is the beauty of life around 
us as we sense it ” Bangor Daily News
Here is more information about your classmates 
gathered at our successful 25th Reunion
Paul Elliot, who was present along with Mrs 
Elliot, is now manager of plastic development of 
Naugatuck Chemical, Division of U S Rubber Co. 
The Elliotts live at 159 Spencer St in Naugatuck 
and have two girls, ages 10 and 15
Verne Snow and Mrs Snow were with us for the 
occasion. Verne is superintendent for Byron C 
Jordan Construction Co of Providence The Snows 
have a son Everett and a daughter Bernice and 
they live at 83 Savilla Ave , Hoxsie, R. I.
Paul Bennett joined us for the banquet Pete 
lives in South Freeport and has four children He 
is sales engineer for Koppers Co in Maine and 
New Brunswick
More later Watch the column
1030 Miss Angela Miniutti
I / Jl 7 Catell St , Apt. 5, Bangor »
The reunion letters, with the list of lost '32ers, 
have brought replies from two class members
Kay (Mead) Herrick writes from Jaffrey, N H , 
about Mary Herrick who is now a librarian at Bos­
ton University Library and whose address is 271 
Dartmouth St , Boston. Mass Kay said that Mary 
is her husband’s cousin anJ that she was graduated 
from Simmons and received her master’s at the 
U of M in 1932 Kay writes that she and her 
husband, Ed ’30, have been living in Jaffrey two 
years now, and since they have bought a new home 
(her letter came in June), they are busy with mov­
ing They now have a woman's apparel shop, and 
while Kay operates that, husband Ed is bookkeeper 
m Pctcrboro for the superintendent of schools
From C W. Rand, 83 Spring St , Berlin, N H , 
comes 
Mark 
Calif 
tine 5
news of Muriel Ross who is now Mrs C 
Macho, 8829 So Highland Ave , Whittier, 
She has two children, Kenneth 7, and Chris-
C. W gives no news of himself, but since
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he has the same address as reported in the 1952 
diretory, I woncer if he is still with the Brown Co. 
At that time, he was a forester.
According to a recent article in a Portland paper, 
the College of our Lady of Mercy has moved from 
Portland to its new campus at North Windham on 
Sebago Lake The college was to open October 1, 
at which time it was to assume its original name of 
St Joseph’s College Sister Mary Euphrasia (Beulah 
Bradbury) has been appointed Dean of Women 
there Sister Mary Euphrasia has been a member 
of the college’s science department for several years 
and has her master’s degree in science from Ford­
ham University In addition to her duties at the 
new campus, she will also teach two subjects Her 
mother, who lives in Bangor, told me that Beulah 
was home on a visit in August.
According to a recent item in the Bangor Daily 
News, Philip Brockway was to have an exhibit of 
watercolor paintings on display at the Bangor Li­
brary from October 8-20 The display, under the 
title of “Scenes and Seasons” will feature predomi­
nantly landscape paintings in various moods depict­
ing Maine and New England scenes Phil *31, who 
heads the Placement Bureau at the University, is 
married to our Muriel Freeman. It was my pleasure 
to see some of his talent displayed at a recent 
hobby show in Brewer He has been painting in 
watercolor about 10 years as a hobby ind has 
studied several summers under Prof Vincent Hart­
gen, Head of the Art Dept at Maine. He is a 
member of the Bangor Art Society and in addition 
to his exhibits m local shows, he has had pictures 
accepted at the Silvermine Guild Show in Norwalk, 
Conn , and the State of Maine Show in Portland.
1933 Mrs. Winthrop Libby (Betty Tryon)
14 Spencer St , Orono
Believe it or not there were eight offspring of 
the class of '33 on hand for Freshman Week events
(That’s the nearest thing in Spanish 
to “out of this world1”) 
is the word you’ll 
use for Holiday 
magazine’s entire 
issue on 
South 
America
and I thought that you might be interested in a 
little about them
John Vincent Ashton is the third from the Ash­
ton family to come to Maine We have already 
had Linda and Susan and there is still Sharon to 
come, we hope Vincent and Thurley (Tucker) 
Ashton are both *33crs and operate a store down 
in Norway. I think they must have the record 
for sending the most offspring to Maine so far, 
haven't they9
Donald R Clifford is the son of Robert Clifford 
’33 anJ comes from Falls Church, Va , where his 
dad is an Air Force Engineer with the rank of 
Lieutenant Colonel Besides Donald there are Anne, 
Peter, Jon, and Lin
Warren Dudley, Jr , is the son of Warren L. and 
Elizabeth (Davis) Dudley of 102 Court St , Houl­
ton Elizabeth, as you remember, was from our 
class Besides Warren, the Dudleys have Donald, 
Paul, Mary, Patricij, and Ellen
Jonathon R. Luce is the second in his family to 
attend Maine He is the son of Mr. and Mrs C. 
Richard Luce of Farmington, and his dad is vice 
president of an oil distributing company there Be­
sides Jonathon the Luces have Norton, Roger, and 
Suzanne
1 was pleased to see the name of John J Mc­
Carthy as his cad wrote me a couple of years ago 
that he hoped to come His dad is now Dr John 
J McCarthy and practices medicine in New York. 
The McCarthys reside at 41-14 68th St , Woodside, 
N Y And besides John there are Maureen, Jean- 
Anne, Anita, Christopher, Donald, and Eileen
For some reason 1 was completely surprised to 
see the name of John Murphy, the son of Bill and 
Maige (Moulton) Murphy. 1 didn’t realize that he 
would be olJ enough The Murphys live at 33 
Deaxc St in So Portland anJ have another son, 
Thomas John has the distinction of having ten 
Alumni of the University among his relatives
Gary Willis Percival is the son of Ernest Percival 
and comes from Brownville, Maine, where his dad 
is vice president of a null Besides Gary there are 
Rand, Annette, and Susanne in the Percival family.
There was only one girl, Carol Anne Robinson, 
the daughter of Mr and Mrs Richard S Robinson 
of Elmwood Road, Cape Elizabeth
103/1 Miss Claire Sanders
I / j4 12316 Main St , Orono
Orville Guptill, Jr, superintendent of schools at 
Bar Harbor, has been elected superintendent of 
schools for School Union 69, which includes Cam­
den, Thomaston, and Hope He has served as 
principal of several Maine schools, and has been 
superintendent of schools at Bar Harbor since 1950. 
He has also found time to get a master’s degree 
in education from his alma mater Orville has been 
active in civic affairs in Bar Harbor and belongs to 
numerous professional organizations He is married 
and has two daughters (both U. of M grads).
As a follow-up on an item reported last spring, 
you will be pleased to learn that Thomas Hershey 
was re-elected to the Penobscot County Board of
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Commissioners in the September election. Con­
gratulations, Tom.
1 02 C Mrs- Thomas McGuire| 7 (Agnes Crowley)
21 Widgeon Way, Greenwich, Conn. 
Here’s more news to share with you:
Phil Ryan writes from Bangor (thanks to his 
wife Eileen1) that he is with the Postal Transporta­
tion Service—Post Office Department. Eileen, be­
sides being a homemaker and mother of three 
youngsters, is Asst Manager of the Bangor Audi­
torium In spite of Phil’s protest that answering the 
little class note didn’t make him feel twenty years 
younger, he certainly sounded it’ Philip A. Ill, is a 
junior at Bangor High School, Francis W. is in the 
seventh grade, and Kathleen is in the fifth. After 
business hours Phil plays golf and remodels houses. 
Too. he is a Fourth Degree Knight of Columbus. 
Wish we could transfer Phil’s remodeling homes 
flair in this direction'
Any amateur radio operators tuned in9 Ernest 
Cram, who is Supervisor of Chemical Research for 
Great Lakes Steel Corp, is Call W8JXK. What fun 
it must be to have your own line tuned in! 
Lydia and Ernest are grandparents Congratulations' 
Sheila A. Woodward and Susan E are the daugh­
ter and granddaughter. Milton is 16, Roger is 14, 
and Marcia is 12, and they are m school Ernest’s 
home address is 21265 Audette, Dearborn, Mich.
One of the candidates for Queen of Winter Carni­
val last year at the University was Mary Ellen San­
born, daughter of Maurice Sanborn, Phi Mu Delta, 
of Gardiner, Maine She’s been in the news this 
summer for she was Miss Maine and attended the 
Miss America Contest in Atlantic City, N. J Mary 
Ellen is lovely and a member of the Class of 1959. 
Maurice and Simone also have Lee, a sophomore 
in high school and Ann who is in the seventh grade. 
Maurice is agent of the Gardiner Railway Express 
Agency.
Wilfred Matheson is living at 4 Old Salem Rd , 
Marblehead, Mass, and is engineering supervisor 
for Sylvania Wilfred and Dorothy have one son, 
Richard, who is a Cadet 3/c, U S.C G Academy, 
New London, Conn Sailing, rose gardening, and 
photography keep the Mathesons busy, too
Transplanted Yankees are Frank and Grace (Ste­
vens) Blaisdell. They have been in Asheville, N. C , 
since 1947 and like it so well they plan to make 
their home there from now on. Of course they do 
come to Maine often to visit After finishing at the 
University, Frank went on to Harvard for his S M 
Then he spent five in the army and two in South 
America (Bolivia) before going to North Carolina. 
In 1951 Frank was back in uniform and in Korea 
for a year, but now he’s happy to report he has 
finally spent more time since graduation as a civilian 
than as a soldier. Margaret (Peggy) 19, is the
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older daughter and at Duke University; Janet is 
six and is at home Guess the Koreans have the 
right idea on ages, Frank1 Frank says one of his 
hobbies is growing old. Surely that can’t be true 
for all of us headed toward 25 years out'
Ralph and Ruth Beers live at Hurlburt Rd , Great 
Barrington, Mass. Ralph is with the Home Gas 
Corporation (bottled gas); the three daughters are 
Carol 10, Judith 8, and Stephanie 6, and they all 
arc in school. Among other hobbies and activities, 
Ralph speaks of square dancing. Sounds like fun.
1 02 A Mrs Edwin Wcbsler> Jr-I 7 <50 (Phyllis Hamilton)
258 Norway Rd , Bangor
Here are more items on classmates who were in 
Orono for our 20th Reunion last June-
Joe and Anna Mullin live in Skowhegan, where 
Joe is employed by the Somerset Oil Co. Address— 
198 Madison Ave. The Mullins flew to California 
this summer for the month of July.
Paul ’35 and Mane (Archer) McDonnell are 
still at Oakhurst Park Rd., Cape Elizabeth. They 
have a young son, Kevin, and Paul is manager of a 
paint store in Portland, but I’m afraid I can’t tell 
you the name of the concern.
John Fogarty is another I hope to hear from, as 
he only gave his address, which is, 109 Cross St., 
Middletown, Conn.
Jim O’Connor is another one who didn’t give me 
family details (a note maybe, Jim9) He has an 
Insurance Agency in Augusta and his address is 
48 Eastern Ave.
The Robley Morrisons came from Houlton and 
brought their daughter, Jane, who is 10. They also 
have a son, Robley (is it junior, Bob9) who is 
sixteen. Bob is chief engineer for the Bangor and 
Aroostook Railroad Their address is 23 South St.
jO27 Mrs Gordon Raymond 
I z I (Barb Lancaster)
37 Glenwood Ave , Portland
been commissioned by secretary “Barb” 
edit” this column for this month, here
Having 
to “guest 
are a few squibs that may be news to many of 
you ’37-ers. (“Red” Bates—8 College Hgts , Orono )
Richard D “Dick” Braley of Augusta and vice 
principal of Erskine Academy is a candidate for 
Augusta Mayor in a December election Dick has 
been a legislator, is now on the Augusta City Coun­
cil, and is involved in just scads of civic affairs
Jack Frost, of Orleans, Mass, figures prominently 
in Boston area papers this summer while sketching 
churches, hospitals, and other buildings in Worces­
ter Jack is also working on an industrial and 
travel promotion project for New England which 
will be announced this fall
Leslie M “Pat” Hutchings, of Charlotte, Indiana, 
spent six months in South America last winter on 
an assignment for the Rockefeller Foundation. For 
his work on hog erysipelas three years ago Pat 
was chosen Indiana’s young man of the year He 
is head of the department of veterinary science at 
Purdue University, and he and his family have just 
moved into a new’ home in Charlotte.
A New’ Hampshire publication recently carried 
a big spread on William “Bill” Messeck and his 
wife, Jane, who live near Contoocook, N. H Bill 
is director of the Forestry Division of that state. 
His wife, whom Bill met and married in Germany 
while Bill was in the service, raises and show’s blue 
ribbon Airedales I had a nice chat with Bill at a 
conference w’c both attended in Boston last sum 
mer
Speaking of foresters, the Class of ’37 sure has 
them—just to name a few Harold Young of Orono, 
teaching at the University, Robert Dineen of Bridg­
ton, with Maine Forest Service, Robert True, of 
Westbrook, with S D Warren Company, Stuart 
Lane, of Enfield, with Eastern Corporation—that 
come to minJ quickly Guess keeping Maine—and 
New Hampshire—Green is in good hands
Alton “Ding-Dong” Bell, of Colora, Md , stopped 
m to say hello when up on vacation with his family 
m August “Ding-Dong” is in the florist business 
in Colora
Lib (Ashby) and Edward Underw’ood welcomed 
their eighth child, Teresa Hope, into the world last 
April 13 Secretary Barb spent a forenoon with Lib 
and her family last summer (Bet the kiddoes 
couldn’t get a word in during that session')
Guess that about does it for this month’s column. 
Say, how about passing along a news note or two 
to Barb now and then. You better had or maybe 
you’ll be drafted to “guest edit” the column one 
of these months'
1 032 Mr- Robcrt L Fu,,er
I z JO 47 Andrews Ave , Falmouth Foreside
Well, here it is Sunday, Oct. 7th—and I should 
be happy—Ma*ne won its second game yesterday 
and today my Yankees evened up the series. But 
if they don’t get any more information and co­
operation than 1 am getting on this column, the 
season could well end right here. I’ll be like the 
three monkeys—“See no evil, hear no evil, and 
speak no evil.” I can jjst hear some of your (sar­
castic) comments now'
Did hear that Hon. (9) Bob Schoppc is new 
President of the Lewiston-Auburn Alumni Assoc.
Also that the Bangor-Brewer Community Chest- 
Red Cross is fortunate to have Jim Stanley as 
general chairman and HowarJ Goodwin as vice 
chairman. And I really believe either of ’em could 
lead the vice squaJ. Their list of accomplishments 
and activities is staggering—the only moral 1 could 
draw was that Jim’s activities keep him away from 
home more—he has one son, and Howard has two.
From the Alumni office comes a news clipping 
telling of the appointment of Ralphe Sturke as 
superintendent of schools in Attleboro, Mass.
Hope to sec many of you Nov. 10th at Brunswick 
and any that can make the Friday night Victory 
Dance at the Eastland Hotel, Nov 9th, will be 
more than welcomed
1 020 Mrs. Hazen W. Danforth, Jr.
I 7«J z (Laura Chute)
188 Wilson St., Brewer
Helen (Holman) Knight is living in Winterport. 
Her husband, Frank, is manager of pulp manufac­
turing at both the Lincoln and South Brewer plants 
of the Eastern Corporation He was recently ap­
pointed chairman of superintendents of the North­
eastern Division of American Pulp and Paper 
Superintendents at their convention at Poland 
Springs Helen has three children, David 12, Wil­
liam 9, and Martha 4.
Merrill Bradford is a member of the Law Firm 
of Eaton, PeaboJ>, Bradford, and Veaguc. He is 
a member of the Bangor City Planning Board and 
is currently teaching a course in Tax Law to a 
Chartered Life Underwriters Group. Merrill has 
four children, Merrill, Jr , 10, John, 6, Ann, 5, and 
Lynn, 3'/i
Vera (Brastow) Parks lives at 9 Alden Rd., 
Wellesley Hills, Mass Louis, her husband, is a 
member of the Law Firm of Nutter, McClennan, 
and Fish
John Perry, presently living in Houlton, is leav­
ing Nov 1st to take over the General Agency for 
the National Life of Vermont in Charleston, S. C. 
John is married to the former Priscilla Thomas and 
they have two children, Thomas, 8, and Stephen, 5.
1 Q J A Mrs Artemus Weatherbee
I /4v (Pauline Jcllison)
9302 Second Ave , Silver Spring, Md.
While in Bangor this summer I had a chat with 
Neil Sawyer at his wonderful music store. Neil is 
president of Andrews Music House on Main St. in 
Bangor. His home is at 18 Elizabeth Ave , and he 
has three children, Richard, 10, Margaret, 8, and 
Louise, 5.
We visited the campus and had a quick cup of 
coffee with Eileen Cassidy ’39 and Helen Philbrook 
’39 If we reporters could have more coffee sessions 
we might get more news. Helen had heard from 
Polly (Cooper) Cotting Polly and Roger live at 
15 Washington St in Lakeport, N H , and have 
two children, Roger and Chuck.
Dadie (Trask) Montgomery lives in Sacramento, 
Calif, 4111 Las Cruces Way.
Lib Mulholland was at summer school last sum­
mer She is teaching at Lubec High School.
Kay (Rogan) Barrett, who was getting her M A. 
when we were at Maine, lives in Bangor Her 
husband is a doctor and they have three children, 
two bo>s and a girl
Dorothy (Shiro) Katy is living in Hartford, 
Conn We doift have her address—how about 
some of you Hartford alumni looking her up9
I am filling in some of my extra time working 
with the music dept at Marjorie Webster Junior 
College in Washington. I accompany the glee club 
and chorus and work with the voice students It 
is interesting work and the girls are charming.
1941 Mrs Constance Leger (Connie Philbrook) 
Philbrook Farm Inn, Shelburne, N. H
Foliage time is here and it is beautiful in north­
ern New Hampshire. With Fall conies football and, 
speaking of that, the Maine Bears ate here on their 
waj to and from placing the U. of Vt. Thej won 
a hard fought game with no serious injuries. It 
was elegant talking with the one and only “Wally” 
—also Don Taverner ’43, our Alumni Secretary, 
and Thomas Mangan ’16, our Alumni Association 
President.
In the last column there was word of Eloise 
Simpson and now comes a note from the Alumni 
Office saying that she will be teaching plane 
geometry and algebra at the Newburyport, Mass., 
High School.
Stuart P Haskell has been appointed superin­
tendent of the Milford School Union No. 90. There 
are 27 members in the Union so he should be real 
busy. His present address is 33 Crestmont Road, 
Bangor.
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Paul and Corina (Kingsley ’42) Billings have a 
new address which is 24 Acken Dr , Clark, N J. 
The street is the same but seems to have moved to 
a new town1
Dorothy (Wing) and George Nystrom are still 
in Wauseon, Ohio Their Harry is now eight years 
old, Jon is five, and Peter is two.
Boris Kleiner is a member of the Law firm 
Meyers and Kleiner His address is 36 Rose Ave , 
Watertown 72, Mass
Albert Judkins is a research chemist with the 
Oxford Paper Co in Rumford His family consists 
of three boys and three girls and they live in 
Rumford Point.
Roderick Gardner, North Kingston, R I , town 
manager, attended a three day New England Town 
and City Managers Institute held on campus His 
address is 2 Matteson Rd , Wickford, R I. How 
about a note, Rod9 We haven’t heard from you 
in years
Katherine (Ingalls) Whrlenbach has been elected 
to the board of the Bangor Symphony Orchestra
Two more members of our Class in the “lost” 
files are Marion Champcnois and Theodore Sobel 
Does anyone know their whereabouts9
And so ’til next month—fare thee well
4 Q 4 Mrs Barbara Cuetara
| /4Z (Barbara Savage)
10 Charles St., Orono
It has been quite a while since I received any 
news of you folks directly, and I do appeal to you 
for the sake of good reading and some spirited 
support of your class to send me a card or short 
letter You will be doing us all a real service
Rev. Walter E Wyman, newly named minister 
of Christian education of the Old South Church, 
Boston, will have charge of directing the religious 
education of all >oung people under college gradu­
ate age in his new post His home is iff West 
Newton He holds degrees from the University of 
Maine the Bangor Theological Seminary, and 
Andover Newton Theological School He once 
served four years as minister of the Congregational 
Church in Lee He and Mrs Wyman have a 10- 
year old son
At the Teacher’s Convention in Lewiston in 
October I saw N Allen Savage at both the U of 
Maine Alumni Teachers Banquet and on the stage 
at one of the sessions as a member of the Execu­
tive Committee of the Maine Teachers Association. 
Allen is principal of the Gorham High School
Dr Edward J Geary Instructor of Romance 
Languages, has been appointed Assistant Professor 
at Harvard University, effective July 1. Dr Geary, 
a native of Maine, lives at 247 East St , Lexington,’ 
Mass Dr Geary is going to serve as co-ordinator 
of instruction in Romance Languages for students 
in Harvard College and the graduate school He 
is the author of a critical edition of one of the 
recently discovered manuscripts of the French phi- 
lospher and dramatist, Diderot. Dr. Geary taught 
at the University of Maine and at Columbia before 
joining the Harvard staff in 1953 He received the 
A.M degree in 1949 and the Ph D degree in 1953, 
both from Columbia We wish Edward continued 
success in his profession
No further news to report, friends, and I do hope 
you will let us hear your latest news.
Mr. Paul Smith
I P O Box 133, New York 25, N Y.
I hope that many of you will get warmed up— 
or cooled off—sufficiently in the near future to 
write me news of yourselves and our classmates. 
Remember, this column is as interesting as YOU 
make it. The more fresh news we have, the better.
Owen Hancock made news again recently when 
National Chairman Paul M Butler named him 
Democratic Chairman for Natural Resources for 
the State of Maine for the forthcoming national 
election campaign Owen will work with other 
national and state leaders in bringing the natural 
resources issues before the voters As you may 
remember, Owen majored in forestry at the U of 
M , so he is well qualified for his new job He 
is vice president of M S Hancock, Inc , a mi­
nority member of the Natural Resource Committee 
of the 95th Maine Legislature, and chairman of the 
Natural Resources Sub-committee of the pre­
platform committee for this year’s State Democratic 
Convention
Linwoo 1 Pinansky, 5135 Bessborough Montreal, 
Canada, works for the Prudential Assurance Co of 
Montreal
Madolin C (Rogers) Ross 38 Storer St, Kenne­
bunk, is a homemaker She has two children, De­
borah and David
Wilma True is married to Arthur V Newton 
They live in Hope, Maine
Robert Manter lives at 47 Longfellow Dr., Cape 
Elizabeth
Frank Emerson and wife live at 132 Pine Tree 
Drive, N Syracuse, N. Y
Harold Emerson lives in Stockbridge, Mass , and 
works for the Berkshire Mutual Fire Insurance Co. 
of Pittsfield.
10/1/1 Mrs* Charles CookII z T’T* (Margaret McCurdy)
48 Penobscot St, Bangor
Clare K Fulton is still sales manager for the 
General Electric Co. He, wife, and four boys are 
living at Rt 5, Hendersonville, N. C. He said 
that he had met one other classmate, Floyd Smith, 
who is living on Wedgewood Dr., Greenville, S C.
John D. Tschmaler is now assistant to the sales 
manager of Moog Valve Co., Inc They have two 
children, Chris, 4, and Cathy, 2. Their address— 
194 Minnesota Ave., Buffalo 14, N. Y.
To quote Al Hutchinson—“Same wife, same 
children (3), same job, no trips.”
Ruth E Allen is a dietitian-cafeteria manager of 
Government Services Inc Her address is Apt. 112, 
2301 Cathedral Ave , N.W , Washington, D. C.
Sherrald Smith is district manager of New Eng­
land Milk Producers’ Association—Providence 
Plant. We do not have his new address at the 
moment.
Had a note from Douglas Cowan which arrived 
a bit too late for the last issue He has taken a 
position with the American Can Co. of Canada, 
Ltd in Montreal after having been associated with 
the same company in Portland He, Norma, and 
young daughter, Martha, are living in St Lambert, 
P Q 465 Dcsaulnicrs Blvd., Quebec, Canada.
Technical Marketing Associates, a consulting firm, 
founded by its President, Al Ehrenfried, has moved 
its offices to more spacious quarters at 33 Sudbury 
Rd , Concord, Mass This firm helps manufacturers 
market their technical and industrial products by 
providing services, such as, product planning, mar­
keting research, publicity, preparation of compre­
hensive sales literature, etc This firm, in less than 
three years, has grown to a full-time staff and serves 
clients throughout eastern United States and as 
far away as Georgia.
Hear from you soon9 Sec you next month
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“Pretty authentic looking teahouse, isn’t it?"
Promoting tea . . . 
protecting teacups . . . H&D 
boxes are best at both.
HINDE & DAUCH
Subsidiary of West Virginia Pulp and Paper Company
13 FACTORIES AND 40 SALES OFFICES IN THE EAST, MIDWEST AND SOUTH
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friendly
we, too, will
FLY SOUTH
THIS WINTER
and that’s
WASHINGTON 
PHILADELPHIA 
BALTIMORE
good news!
The Civil Aeronautics Board has 
awarded Northeast its long-sought 
route extension to Florida, including 
the right to serve:
• MIAMI
• TAMPA
• JACKSONVILLE
• ST. PETERSBURG
• CLEARWATER
To our many faithful friends who have 
expressed enthusiastic approval of our 
route extension, we say “Thank You ” 
We accept this responsibility to pro­
vide expanded and direct single-airline 
service to these new points and all 
New England, New York City and 
Montreal.
SERVICE TO
WASHINGTON
STARTS NOV. 27
Watch for announcements 
regarding service to addi­
tional new cities
Meast
1945 Mrs H William BradleyI (Carolyn Chaplin)
398 Brooks Street. Westbrook
The leaves in Maine are magnificent right now— 
I hope a lot of you are seeing nature’s burst of 
glory—or summer’s last fling I might say—up here 
where we have the pines for contrast.
Dana and Peg (Brown) Bunker had a second boy 
on September 19—Peter Edward weighed in at 7 
lbs 3 ozs and is home now getting all the love 
and attention of big sister and brother, too— 
Dianne 6 1/2 and Jeffery 4—at 42 Raymond St , 
Magnolia, Mass. Dana is still an engineer at the 
United Shoe Machinery Corp in Lynn
Bernard Rines is extra busy this fall working on 
plans for the new Gorham High School.
Sorry to say we missed Bob and Babs (Haines) 
Pancoast on their trip to Maine this year Babs 
wrote, “We had lunch one day with Steve ’44 and 
Issy (Ansell) Jacobs and their three boys Dickie 
Jacobs plays Issy’s violin now' We went up to 
Orono and on campus one day—then over to 
Brewer to see Don and Emmy Lou (Littlefield) 
Danforth Also spent a couple evenings with Miles 
and Muriel (Peterson) Frye Miles is a lawyer 
with a Waterville firm, and Muriel still works for 
the State—will probably be located in Augusta 
after next month Their address is c/o Thomas 
Pelky. Waterville (drop me a line, Pete—would 
love to hear from you personally) We spent an­
other day with Ada (Minot) Haggett and her boys 
at her home and at Popham Beach Also visited 
Plymouth Rock on the way home ” Never saw 
anyone who could cover so much ground on a 
vacation as those Pancoasts' Many thanks for all 
the news, Babs
Roger and Gerry (Keenan) Oakes wrote that they 
visted campus during their vacation this summer 
They saw Becky (Bouden) Herrick Becky told 
them that Elizabeth Kelso is teaching there How 
about dropping me a line with more details Lib? 
Gerry says their new home in Presque Isle is all 
finished now except the heat and that should take 
about two weeks—and that letter was written about 
a month ago, so I imagine they’re in and settled 
by now—hope so' It’s a nice plan—we saw it in 
earlier stages last year
Dottie (Currier) Dutton and I went to the first 
Portland Alumnae Meeting of the fall this week— 
Dottie is the recording secretary and I’m the pub 
licity gal—we surely would like to sec more ’45ers 
there
1946 Miss Judith H Fielder
 529 Oak St Syracuse 3, N Y
There still hasn’t been opportunity for first-hand 
information to reach me from mans of you, but 
I’m hoping that this will soon change In the 
meantime, the reunion questionnaires continue to 
be a good source of interesting news—and here is 
some of it
Capt Lawrence Cahill, a member of our class 
and a graduate of West Point, is now on educa­
tional leave from the nuclear physics department of 
the U S Army and at work on his Ph D at the 
U of Iowa His studies have led him to take part 
in the launching, recently, of three “Skyhook” 
balloons from a site near Iowa City With other 
scientists he has been working on the perfecting of 
aluminum gondolas which will be used in cosmic 
ray studies
Evelyn (Knight) Crocker lives in West Newton, 
Mass and teaches in Brookline
Althea (Barstow) Barstow and Roy 44 arc a 
teachine due—she a fourth grade teacher and he a 
math teacher at Burr A Burton Seminar} Man­
chester Vt She wrote that the} were to spend the 
summer in a rustic but “cute ’ cabin in the Green 
Mountains National Forest where Ro} was to be 
superintendent of recreation areas Activities in the 
Lions Club and the Congregational Church keep 
them both plent} busy in the winter And Barstow 
is both Althea’s maiden and married name. She 
says, “No relation but a means of getting acquaint­
ed and married in June 1952 ”
The names of several doctors of various sorts 
have turned up among the class Ralph A Badger 
is a dentist in Dexter The Badgers have a son, 
Peter, and they live at 453 Main St , Dexter.
Lib (Furbish) Michel's husband, Walter, is also 
a dentist The Michels, with Kenneth, 5, and Wil­
liam, 3, live at 9835 So Leavitt, Chicago 43, III 
Lib says she is an avid Alumnus reader, which we’re 
glad to hear
It develops that Judith (Banton) Crispell and I 
are practically neighbors After studying and work­
ing at Cornell, Judy married Don Crispell, a gradu­
ate of Cornell Veterinary College, and they now 
live in Dryden, N. Y , where he has his own prac­
tice Three pre-schoolers—Bradford, Gregory and 
Linda—naturally keep things hopping around 132 
West Main Extension, but the family takes advan-
Hypersonic Rocket
Kenneth F. Stetson ’49 was project 
engineer on the development of a re­
search rocket that reaches several times 
the speed of sound in just two seconds.
While at Wright Air Development 
Center, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, 
Mr. Stetson and another engineer de­
veloped the Hypersonic Test Vehicle as 
a free flight research tool to gather 
aerodynamic data at hypersonic speeds.
The HTV is a two-stage solid propel­
lant rocket that stands ten feet high in 
the launcher. Twenty HTV’s have been 
fired and tested in New Mexico.
Since developing the HTV, Mr. Stet­
son has left WADC to take a position 
in industry.
tage of the many facilities for recreation and 
relaxation that the Finger Lakes region provides 
Hope you’ll keep the latch string out, Judy—some 
day I just might pull it as I pass by
1947 Mrs Philip Shaw (Joan Ambrose)
19 Russell St , Bangor 
Mrs Walter Brooks 
(Peg Spaulding)
212 French St , Bangor
It is hoped that some of you will be at the 
University for Homecoming To me the campus 
is beautiful at this time of year and the completion 
of all the new buildings certainly adds to the 
greatness of the Universiy
We were delighted to hear that Eric and Penny 
(Chase) Koeritz have moved to 32 Surry Rd , Scotia 
2, N Y Penny writes that they have just bought 
a new house near Schenectady, Eric is now mana­
ger of manufacturing enigneering at the General 
Electric Silicone Plant in Waterford, N Y Their 
son Jeff is 715, and daughter Barbara is 3
A card from Barbara (Vaughan) Lemay tells us 
that they are New Englanders again They have a 
new home on Larchley Avenue, Westfield, Mass 
Dick is a process engineer with Stevens Paper 
Mill Inc , with two mills in Westfield, one in 
Hadley Falls, and another in Windsor, Conn
We have a change of address this summer from 
Bab and Florence (Sawyer) Roberts It is now 
Chiriqui Land Co Puerto Armuelles, Republic of 
Panama
JOHNSON’S HUMMOCKS 
RESTAURANT 
Our 50th Year!
Route 1A
Providence, R. I.
Bangor Furniture Co.
Complete House Furnishers 
84-88 Hammond Street 
Bangor, Maine
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
SMINGHtlD • M ASS ACHUJtTTS
OIOANUIO 1«ftl
Cecil S. Woodbrey ’41
General Agent 
Robert S. White ’50
Career Life Underwriters
415 Congress St., Portland 3, Me. 
Phone 2-0102
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Maine Plotkina Oa/u^A.!
Ztccellesit CltSudima/L Qiftd!
Now available in time for Christmas gifts! A truly different Maine playing card.
These are top quality cards with a patented plasticized finish that resists wear and wipes clean with a damp cloth. 
Each deck is cellophane wrapped and comes in a colorful case.
These playing cards have an engraving of the University Seal in blue. The single deck is available in either silver 
or gold, while the double deck contains a pack of each color.
The finish gives the impression of metallic silver or gold. In fact there are actually flecks of metal in the card! 
Each deck has an extra joker.
PRICES: Single deck: $1.50 — Double deck: $2.75
(These prices include postage and handling)
NOTE: Alumni in the Orono area may purchase these cards, at the same prices, at the Bookstore on campus.
\7
Mail check to
General Alumni Assoc.
44 Library
Orono, Maine
J Please send me single decks of Maine cards. silver -gold
I Please send me double decks of Maine cards.
I
| Enclosed please find $ •
| (Please add 2% Maine sales tax on orders to Maine points.)
[ Name:
| Address:
I
I City: . . Zone . . State
We’d hkc to hear more from Mavis York She 
is living in Bangor and working somewhere in the 
Bangor Court House
Your secretary, Joannie, is now a working gal. 
She is a welfare worker for the Maine State Child 
Welfare Department with headquarters in Brewer. 
Every day is a different adventure and the job is 
a most interesting one.
We hope to get a class letter out to all of you 
soon, as next June will be our TENTH REUNION. 
Let’s hear from each of you—someone is inter­
ested to know what has become of you.
4 A 4 Q Mrs William G Ramsay
I 740 (Jessie Cowie)
1605 Armstrone Axe , Staunton, Va.
Dave ’50 and Jose (Joanne Libby) Hays have a 
new daughter, Susan Seabury Hays, born Septem­
ber 26. 1956 The Hayses live at 27 Orchard Street 
in Auburn I believe Dave is with the Central 
Maine Power Co
A letter arrived from Martha (Leeman) Lermond 
this month Her husband Charles is a research 
chemist, specializing in reflectance work, with 
Fabric Research Laboratories The Lermonds have 
two children—Kent, now 4,/z, and Nancy Ellen 
born January 6, 1956 Their address is 17 Vernon 
Rd, Natick Mass Many thanks for wrntng, 
Martha
Richard B Higgins is now a Captain in the In­
fantry, U S Army, at Post S-3, Fort Mason, Calif 
Dick and his wife Martha have one daughter, 
Diane, who is now 9 years old Dick has been on 
our “lost” list so I was very glad to hear from him
Nicholas P Brountas has recently passed the 
Maine Bar examinations He has opened a law of­
fice in Bangor Nick’s addres is 294 Main Street in 
Bangor
John Grant has been appointed co-chairman of 
the Advance Gifts Division of the 1956 Joint Drive 
of the Bangor-Brewer Community Chest and the 
Red Cross John is a member of the Alumni Coun­
cil of our General Alumni Association
Jane Austin, who was a member of our class 
from '44 to '46, graduated from Farmington State 
Teacher's College Her major was home economics 
She taught last year in the French-American High 
School in Frankfort, France
1949 Mrs Hastings N Bartley, Jr(Jayne Hanson)
1 Grove St Millinocket
A xery nice letter from Priscilla Stetson tells us 
that she and Bob are living at 7 Berkshire St , 
Nashua N H They are building a new home to 
house their growing family consisting of Mike, 9, 
Kimberly, 4. and twin sons Brian nad Bruce born 
last Noxember Bob is xvorking for Sanders As­
sociates Inc
A grand letter from Jeanette (Smith) Drorbaugh
BANGOR BOX CO. 
PAPER BOXES, FOLDING CARTONS 
COMMERCIAL PRINTING 
75 So Main St , Brewer, Me 
H F Drummond, 1900
Pres and Treas
DAKIN’S
Sporting Goods 
Camera Supplies
Shep Hurd ’17 M. A. Hurd ’26 
Bangor Waterville
Basil Smith ’40
Known throughout the state 
for quality and service
John Sealey, Jr. ’36
catches us up on her activities since graduation 
Jeanette studied at Maine for her master s in his­
tory. In June of ’52 she married William Dror­
baugh of Bronxville, a grad of Brown Bill has 
been working with Aetna Life Affiliated Co and 
they have lived in Hartford and Grand Rapids, 
Mich At present they are in Evanston, III , and 
Bill is in the advertising department of Brides Mag­
azine Their first child, Elizabeth Thaxter, was 
born in January of this year I heir address is 608 
Sherman Ave , Evanston
Dick and Jeanie (Wakefield) Briggs are living 
at 476 Court St in Auburn Dick is xvorking with 
the Electrolux Corp
The Ben Harrinetons have just built a beauti ul 
borne in Winthrop and it is being kept lively with 
three sons Ben xvorks with the C umnungs C on- 
struction
George Browne will take over the job of advertis­
ing manager of the Valles Neses in Lebanon, N. H 
George is married to the former Margaret Smith of 
Rye, N Y , and they have 4 children.
O B Hill was elected pres of the Hartford 
County Optometric Society recently. His home ad­
dress is 20 Shadow Lane, West Hartford, Conn , 
and if you need your glasses checked you’ll find him 
at 1009 Farmington, Ave.
Marion Carter sure has haJ an interesting and 
active life since graduating First, she went to a 
business college for a secretarial course, then on 
to xvork for Allis Chalmers Mfg Co, and then 
took a tour abroad Returning she xxorked for the 
Harvard School of Public Health and now is work­
ing as assistant to the tour director of the University 
Travel Co. in Cambridge, Mass Marian has been 
abroad twice now, the second time acting as guide 
and director for the American Youth Abroad.
4 ATA Mr Richard R Daxis
I /DU 24 Pleasant Street Milo
The Summer has been a busy period when I look 
over the large number of clippings concerning en­
gagements and weddings.
Francis Noves, Jr , recently married the former 
Anita M Veum of Buenos Aires al Amherst, Mass 
Francis is an engineer for an insurance company 
Mr and Mrs Noxcs will reside at 398 South Main 
St , Hopedale, Mass
Kenneth Lancaster has taken as his bride the 
former Elizabeth Ann 
Mass They will make 
N H.
Virginia 
of Robert 
economics
xxhile Robert, a graduate of Bowdoin. having com­
pleted his studies xxill be entering the Arms as a 
Second Lt
Eugene F Roberts has taken as his bride the 
former Myrna L Garland at Brewer The Roberts 
will be residing at Rockland
Gerald G Bilodeau and the former Madelyn 
Mahoney of Nexxtonxille Mass, xxere married at 
Nexxton Gerald has received his M A from Havard 
Lundstedt of Stoughton, 
their home in Manchester,
recentlv became the bride 
Virginia has been the home
Ann Healex
P Warren 
teacher at Lubec before her marriage.
and the couple xxill reside at Pittsburgh
Ralph M Cook Jr xxas recently married to the 
former Janet E Fickinger ot South Branch N J 
Ralph has recently graduated from the Bangor 
Theological Seminary and is the pastor of the 2nd 
Congregational Church in Springfield. Mass
Max S Cohen recently took as his bride the 
former Natalie Koxcn of Grand Falls N B The 
Cohens xxill be residing at 78 Forest Axe in Ban­
gor xxhere Max is an attorney-at-law
Joseph B Tavlor has taken for his bride the 
former Emily Warren ot Montpelier \t The 
couple arc residing at Arlington Mass
Lawrence J Kangas has taken as his bride the 
former Nancy I Liuzza of Rockland Laxvrence is 
employed by the Utilitv Engineering Companv of 
Boston The couple arc residing at 1322 Common- 
wealth Axe Boston
Robert D Moran and the former Joan Leonard 
were married at the Chapel of the Walter Reed 
Hospital in Washington, D C Bob is a civilian 
attorney at the Pentagon where he xxas formerly a 
commissioned officer in the Judge Advocate Gen 
eral Corps.
I QC 1 Miss Mary-Ellen Michaud
I y J I Apt P-1 University Gardens
Newark, Delaware
The glorious fall is once more upon us. \ aca- 
tions, for the most part are in the past. Time for 
you to let us know where you are and what you are 
doing!
Walter Borkowski acted as a supervisor in the 
playground at Berwick this year Walter is married 
to Joyce Pray and has a son Timothy
Malcolm Chadbourne has been appointed to teach 
English at the Hudson High School, Hudson Mass
Raymond Wallace who has been teaching science 
in the Madison and Dover-Foxcroft high schools 
for the past 4 years has accepted the position of 
teacher of sciences in the high school at Hamilton, 
Mass
Hope you all got the Class Letter recently sent 
to all of you and duly noted the contents Imagine 
my surprise the day I received mine when the phone 
rang and I discovered there were other ’51ers in 
town, Howard Slaney and his wife who live at 46 
Chaucer Drive, Brookside Park Some day soon 
we will have to get together and see if we can dig 
up some more news that might be of interest to you
Mary (Jordon) Edwards wrote a nice letter, which 
we were pleased to receive not having heard from 
Mary for quite sometime Mary and husband 
Charlie live in Long Island at 65-24 22U Street. 
Bayside, N Y The Edwards have a two year old 
girl, Jean, of whom they are mighty proud. They 
are expecting to move into their own home this 
fall Mary says she sees Carleen (Hoyt) Crowley 
frequently Carleen has a son. Mary also hears 
from Patricia (Simmons) Blodgett and informs us 
that they are in Syracuse Don and Pat have two 
sons also Nice hearing from you, Mary.
A note from Charlie Perkins informs us that 
he and Pauline have a daughter Shirley age 3’/2, 
and a new son Charles, Junior, age 8 months 
Charlie is with the Wirthmorc Feed Company, 
working in Penna and New Jersey Charlie is 
anxious to meet some of the Maine Alums in Penna 
So if any of you folks are near or know of Maine 
Alums in that area drop Charlie a note, huh9 The 
Perkins’ address is R F D 1, Milton, Penna. Phone 
no Lewisburg Jackson 3-5651.
A note from Bernie (Stein) Dillard informs us 
that daughter Martha has a new baby brother. 
Edward Wyne Dillard II, born March 30 The 
Dillards* address is 27 West St , Westboro, Mass
Miss Dorothy McCann
59 Fessenden St , Portland
Alan Preble is noxx the group manager for the 
Connecticut General Life Insurance Company in 
the company’s Boston Brokerage Agency He 
works xxith clients and general insurance brokers 
in all phases of group insurance planning I don’t 
have a home address for him but I’m sure his 
business address—10 Milk Street, Boston—xxould 
suffice’
Greg Macfarlan’s always undertaking some am­
bitious thing—and is always successful Last June 
at Westbrook Junior College’s Commencement, 
Greg xxrote and narrated an impressive pageant 
depicting episodes in the life of the college This 
xxas one of the highlights of the commencement 
activities Greg is back at Westbrook Junior again 
for a fourth happy vear—and Winnie (Ramsdell 
51) is plenty busy, too—as head of the Conxention 
Bureau for the Portland Chamber of Commerce 
and President of the Portland Alumnae Group
Bill and Gump (Grant) Ruby xxere doxxn to visit 
me this summer but unfortunatelv, I was at the 
cottage at Old Orchard Beach Thev had been 
showing their three month old daughter, Kathy the
MAINE SECURITIES COMPANY
465 Congress Street
Portland, Me.
You’ll like 
74e.
Bangor Housek
*or its I rue Maine Hospitality 
Exceptionally good food Nexv Air 
Conditioned dining room, background music
Cocktail Lounge
Attractive Rooms from $3 75 Family
Rates Convenient Parking 
Horace W. Chapman, President
Plan
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Meet New England Life’s
A champion athlete as well as a champion salesman, 
Bud Wallen is a member of this year's World Champion 
Indoor and Outdoor Water Polo Team.
“Rookie-of-the-Year”
Each year, New England Life's Leaders 
Association elects its most outstanding new­
comer "Rookie-of-the-Year”. Last year’s win­
ner, William L. "Bud” Wallen, sold over a 
million dollars worth of life insurance. Be­
fore joining New England Life, Bud worked 
for a nationally known manufacturer, where 
he set a sales record that still stands.
Characteristically, men come to New Eng­
land Life to find greater opportunity and satis­
faction. Through efficient training and super­
vision, and generous financial backing, they 
soon develop the professional status to handle 
important estate planning assignments.
To find out more about a career with New 
England Life, write Vice President L. M. 
Huppeler, 501 Boylston Street, Boston 17, 
Massachusetts.
NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY '53
As symbols of his award, Bud Wallen wears a baseball cap and holds a bat — 
in addition to the trophy — after being named ” Rookie-of-the-Year" during 
the annual meeting of New England Life's Leaders Association at Sun 
Valley, Idaho.
A BETTER LIFE FOR YOU NEW ENGLAND
THE COMPANY THAT FOUNDED MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE IN AMERICA — 1838
State of Maine Bill is with Ross Engineering in 
New York, and they have Kathy and a lovely new 
home What more could you ask’
Gordon and Joan (LeTourneau 54) Johnston are 
now living in Houston, Texas and they love that 
city almost as much as Maine Gordon was pro­
moted by National Biscuit Company and trans­
ferred from Atlanta, Georgia. They visited Maine 
this summer, but now they can be found at 7233 
Staffordshire, Houston Also, they claim to be the 
proudest parents in Texas, thanks to Christine 
Louise, born July second
Bob Saisi from Orono is teaching English and 
social studies on the Junior High level in New 
Britain, Conn Bob received his master of Educa­
tion degree from the University of Maine m June 
Have fun. Bob’
Miss Helen Strong
I J 362 Winthrop, Toledo 10, Ohio
Mr and Mrs William Bunter (Madeline Arm­
strong) and their daughter Judy are now residing 
at 43 High St , Greenfield, Mass. Bill is with the 
Chas M. Cox Co and is in poultry service with 
the Wirthmore Feeds
Lawrence DeLois, who has been an instructor 
and coach at Milo for the past 3 years, is now in 
the Eliot School system.
Dick McGee is now head coach in basketball 
and backfield coach in football at Winslow High 
School. He will also teach history. He previously 
taught at Fairfield H S
Gene and Katherine Drolet with Susan Jean, 
born March 26, are now at 79 Haseltine St, Brad­
ford, Mass. Gene was recently discharged from 
the Army, after serving 15 months in Germany 
which he says was a wonderful experience as he 
and Katherine were able to do much traveling He 
is now employed in the Nat’l Shaumut Bank in 
Boston.
Phyl (Noyes) Beekman writes that Frank will 
graduate from Boston Univ Medical School in 
June and that they will be taking off for Corona, 
Calif., where Frank will start his internship at the 
U. S Naval Hospital. Phyl also sent along some 
news on the Stork Market Mark and Joyce (Dob­
son) Cook have a daughter Anne Kathleen born 
Dec. 26. Bob and Carol (Griney) Ford also have 
a girl, Mary Louise, born in November Karl and 
Faith (Taylor) had another addition in Oct , Karl, 
Jr
On May 6 Ernest Khoury and Marie Gradeski 
became Mr. and Mrs. In January Ernest was re­
leased from the Army and is now associated with 
the New England Tel. and Tel. Before her mar­
riage Marie was associated with the Charles Pon­
tiac Corporation in Watertown, Mass
Herbert Brown was recently appointed service 
manager of the J W. Greer Co of Wilmington, 
Del He will coordinate the installation and ser­
vice activities of the Greer field engineering staff 
in the home office
Janet Head got her MA in Sociology at the 
Univ, of N C. (Chapel Hill) in June 1955, and for 
the past year has had the lengthy title of Instructor 
in Social Science, School of Nursing, Johns Hop­
kins Hospital, Baltimore
Dave Getchell is now living with lus wife and 
son, David Jr., at 1881 E 31st St , Lorain, Ohio. 
He is on the news desk of the Lorain Journal
Alumni,
Students,
Teams
The Renovated
CROWN HOTEL
is your 
headquarters 
in Providence, R. I.
Will look forward
to seeing you soon and often. 
George J. Sanker 
Manager 
Crown Hotel
Al Hackett has signed a contract to teach and 
coach basketball at Foxcroft Academy this year. 
Last year he was principal and coach at the Derby 
Grammar School
j ATI Mrs. Robert L. Weatherbee
| 734 (Martha Wyman)
200 Larkin St , Bangor
Hello again, everyone. By the time you read 
this, Homecoming 1956 will be another memory of 
the past. I should have plenty of news from the 
“Homecomers” for the next issue. Correction! 
My guest editor—and husband—should have the 
info. Since we are expecting an increase in our 
family about that time, Bob has consented to write 
the next column....
Space is limited this issue, so I will try to cram 
in all the news I can. Jtny (Strout) Salmon writes 
that she, Ed ’56. and son Raymond are living at 
15A East St., Melrose, Mass Ed is working with 
a firm of consulting engineers She also noted 
that Ralph Clark has been discharged and plans 
to get his master’s degree in journalism at the 
University of Wis , Judy (Phillips) and Bill Otis 
’55 are living at 2324 Bridge St , Philadelphia 37, 
Pa , Kenneth Barnard s taking a four year gradu­
ate course in architecture at Harvard
Donna Richardson married Gordon Thorborne 
on Aug. 18. Donna is working for the telephone 
company and her husband is coaching at Melrose 
High They live at 91 Gould St , Wakefield. Mass
Joyce Hobbs married James J Walsh Jr on 
Sept I Does anyone have their address”
Georgia Williamson married Gordan Bass ’56 
on Sept 22. They plan to live in East Rochester, 
N Y.
Jeanne Leveille is engaged to Phillip J Hannan 
of Hodge, La Her fiance attended Holy Cross and 
was graduated from Louisiana Polytechnic Institute
Gordon ’52 and Joan (Letourneau) Johnston have 
a daughter, Christine, born July 2 Gordon is an 
assistant mechanical superintendent with the Na­
tional Biscuit Co They are living at 7233 Stafford­
shire, Houston, Texas.
Steve Novick is teaching physical education and 
coaching at Springfield High in Vermont Leonard 
McGinnis is teaching and doing guidance work 
at Traip Academy in Kittery Katherine (Beatty) 
Herrick is in the Easton School System this year 
She is building principal at the Unionville School, 
as well as teacher of grades three and four
Amy Brown writes that she has had an exciting 
summer Besides attending the first Senior Girl 
Scout Roundup in Michigan, she participated in the 
Women’s Nationals and the Olympic Trials in 
Track and Field. She is now in her third year 
of teaching phys ed at Needham High Her address 
is 110 Powderhouse Blvd, W Somerville 44. Mass
I also heard that the following are married Can 
anyone fill in the details on Jan Griswold. Rich­
mond Cushing, Helen Fox, Phyllis Rackleff Cor­
nelius Fox9
1955 Miss Hilda Sterling 1003 North Ocean Axe
Seaside Park, N J
Hi! Sorry that I am late xx ith some of these items, 
but space xxill not always allow me to keep pace 
with you.
Brides and grooms are in the news again this 
month, but I assure you that the December issue 
will contain a wide variety of news about your 
classmates They are really busy people’ 
Down the aisle .. •
On June 23 Sally Carroll and Harold A Fernaid, 
Jr , '54 were united in marriage in St John's Epis­
copal Church, Southwest Harbor The Fernaids' 
address is 10 Brickett Axe, Haverhill, Mass, where 
Al is employed by the Western Electric Co
Nancy Caton became Mrs Glen Dean on June 
25 in the Methodist Church, Presque Isle Glen 
entered the service last month
Another June 25 marriage united Shirley Kirk 
and Forest “Bud" Ayer ’54 The wedding took 
place in Switzerland Shirley and Bud will be in 
Germany until December.
Nancy Lee Hunt, Augusta, and Joseph F Young, 
III were married in the rectory of St Mary’s 
Catholic Church, Augusta, on June 28 Joe, a mem­
ber of the U S. Marine Corps, is a hospital corps­
man stationed at Camp Lejeune, N. C. Prior to 
entering the service, he was employed by the Hood 
Rubber Co , Watertown, Mass.
Elinor Rider married Terry Sprenkel in the First 
Congregational Church, Danvers Highlands, Mass , 
on June 30. A note from Ellie says that she is 
teaching second grade in the North Meanus School. 
Greenwich, Conn , again this year, while Terry 
carries on his duties as town planning administrator 
of Darien, Conn They live at 263 Sylvan Knoll 
Rd , Stamford. Conn , and w'ould love to see any 
"Maine-iacs,” who pass by on the Merritt Parkway
The Second Congregational Church, Warren, was 
the scene of the marriage of Elizabeth Forss and 
R. Warren Philbrook on June 30. Betty is a 
teacher of home economics at Rockland High 
School. The couple is living in Warren.
On June 30, June Day and Harold Burbank ’57 
were married in the First Congregational Church, 
Camden. June taught home economics at Bethel 
High School, Bethel, Conn., last year.
Sandra Smith, Waltham, Mass., married Margan 
K. Williams on July 14 in the Methodist Church, 
Belmont, Mass. Morgan served with the U. S. Army 
for three years. The Williams’ arc residing in 
North Billerica, Mass.
A July 18 wedding in the Shamrock-Hilton Hotel 
united Eleanore Rosen and Perry Jackson, Tyler, 
Texas After a year at Maine, Ellie transferred to 
the University of Texas. She and her husband are 
teaching at the Port Ncches Indiana School District. 
Their address is 1115 Avenue B, Port Ncches, Texas.
Jean Johnson married Morton Strom, a sophomore 
at Gorham State Teachers College, on August 4. 
The ceremony was performed in St. Luke’s Ca­
thedral, Portland. Jean is a home economics teacher 
al South Portland Junior High School.
St. Mary’s Church, Dedham, Mass , was the scene 
of the marriage of Kay Handy and Michael Mata- 
razzo, Jr. on August 5 Kay is on the teaching 
staff al the Grccnlodgc School in Dedham, and 
Mike is a prc-dental student at Boston University 
They arc residing at 48 Woodlawn St , Dedham.
In early September, Nada Popovich, Niagara 
Falls, N Y., became the bride of Joseph Kirk in 
the Rosary Church, Niagara Falls. Last year, Joe 
was employed in the Sales Technical Laboratory 
of the DuPont Co at Niagara Falls. He has re­
turned to Maine for graduate study. The Kirks arc 
making their home at 49 Mount Desert St., Bar 
Harbor.
Until next month • . •
1956 Miss Jean Partridge Granite St , Millinocket
HI Classmates—
This past weekend I saw the Maine-Rhode Island 
football game. It was terrific! It was so good to 
see many familiar faces once again. There I caught 
up on a few bits of news which I know will be 
of interest to you.
Congrats to Dee Livingston on her scholarship 
for Simmon’s Graduate School of Social Work 
(Dee spent the summer in California )
Jerry Wright, who received a fellowship to Cor­
nell.
Marriages:
Ben and Sue (Stilcr) Thomas are residing in 
Falmouth Sue is teaching in Freeport and Ben 
is in business with his father
Jim and Connie (Douglas) Woodbury are at 
Michigan State where Jim is studying for his mas­
ter’s
Professions:
Neil Troost is teaching Sth grade math and science 
in Manchester. Mass His address c/o George 
Green, Washington St.
Harvard Candage is at Berwick High, where he 
is coach and teacher of social studies
James Rouvalis is at Wells High teaching biol­
ogy, general science, cixics, and math
Clayton Dodge is a math instructor at Maine 
while working on his master’s
Grace Libby is in Clinton, Conn , where she 
teaches second grade
Judy Paselto is teaching in Burlington, Vt
Sally Rand and Barb Ilvonen ventured to Fall­
brook, Calif, where Barb is teaching first grade 
and Sally has the high and Jr High phys ed 
program
Jane Wiseman, Jo Sturtevant, and Nan Witham 
are in Berwin, Penn , and employed by the Dev- 
erau Foundation I bet exeryone there knows the 
Stein Sonby now’
Edward and Suzanne (Audclte) MacGibbon were 
married in Madison this summer; Robert ’57 and 
Evelyn (Whitney) Foster arc living at 1 Riverdale 
Drive in Orono—Evie is teaching language arts in 
Old Town elementary schools; Herbert ’55 and 
Margaret (Wheeler) Osgood are in Corinna where 
Herb is an agricultural instructor at Union Acade­
my
Engagements
Alice Perry and John Ellsworth, Jr., ’57; Bill 
Hammann and Lois Richardson; Carl Wood and 
Janette Brown, Haynes Hussey and Anne Chase 
'57, Richard Nevers and Elizabeth Brockway—Dick 
is employed by the Mercantile Stores, Inc , N. Y
Yours truly is teaching in the elementary schools 
of Millinocket and will be anxious to hear from 
you either directly or through the alumni office.
That’s all for now Hope to see you at Home- 
coming November 3.
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Meet Dick Foster
Western Electric development engineer
Dick Foster joined Western Electric, the manufacturing and supply unit of the 
Bell System, in February 1952, shortly after earning his B S m mechanical 
engineering at the University of I limeys. As a development engineer on a 
new automation process Dick first worked at the Hawthorne Works in 
Chicago. Later, he moved to the Montgomery plant at Aurora, Illinois 
where he is pictured above driving into the parking area.
Dick’s day may begin in one of several ways: an informal office chat 
with his boss, a department “brain session ’ to tackle a particularly 
tough engineering problem (above); working with skilled machine 
builders in the mechanical development laboratory, or “on the line” 
(below) where he checks performance and quality and looks for new 
ways to do things
Here Dick and a set-up man check o>er the automatic production line used to man­
ufacture a wire spring relay part for complex telephone switching equipment This 
automatic line carries a component of the relay on a reciprocating conseyor 
through as many as tune different and very precise operations—such as percussive 
welding in which small block contacts of palladium are attached to the t ps of 
wires to within a tolerance of ± 002”.
Examining the plastic molded “comb” components of the wire 
spring relay Dick iecalls his earlv work when he was insolved 
in working-tip foiining and coining tools for the pilot model of 
the automation line for fabrication of wire spring sub-assemblies 
for relays At present he is associated with the expansion of 
these automation lines at the Montgomery Plant.
Dick finds time for many Western Electric employee actisities Here he is 
seating up a spare while tuning up for the engineers' bowling league He is 
active also m the golf club, camera club, and a professional engineering so­
ciety Dick, an Army veteran, keeps bachelor quarters m suburban Chicago 
where he is able to enjoy the outdoor life as well as the advantages of the city.
Western Electric offers a variety of interesting and 
important career opportunities for engineers in all 
fields of specialization in both our day-to-day job as 
the manufacturing and supply unit of the Bell System 
and in our Armed Forces job.
If you’d like to know more about us, we’ll be glad to 
send you a copy of “Your Opportunity at Western 
Electric” which outlines the Company operations and 
specific job opportunities in detail. Write: College 
Relations Department, Room 1034, Western Electric 
Co., 195 Broadway, New Yoik 7, N. Y.
MANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM
Manufacturing plants in Chicago, III.; Keorny, N. J.; Baltimore, Md.; Indianapolis, Ind.; Allentown and Lau elda e, IPa.; Burhngton, 
Greensboro and Winston-Salem, N. C.; Buffalo, N. Y.; Haverhill and Lawrence, Mass.; Lincoln, Neb ; St. Paul and Du.uth, AAinn. 
Distributing Centers in 29 cities and Installation headquarters in 16 cities. Company headquarters, 195 Broadway, New Yor y.
•>
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Cam
pus
Harbor Shipping
LNTIL the advent of the railroad* and for some timn ^thereafter, Portl ind s 
prosperity depended entirely upon shipping At the* close of the Revolution iry 
War commerce was ar a standstill, for blockade* had harried shipping out o» 
existence Bui the fortune* of the town revised rapidly From 1789 when bur 
5,000 tons went from th< port to 1807, the increase in tonnage was phenomen il 
Then, in 180’, the Embargo Act dealt a severe blow to all commerce and nor 
until 1815, with the coming of peace, was there another period of grouch
Shipping in 1830 was 43,071 tons In 1832 there u<re ou ned in Portl ind 
412 vessels employing 2,’00 seamen One early record shows registered 28 
ships, 90 brigs a°d 12 schooners Enrolled and licensed, 12 brigs 20A schooners 
3^ sloops and 3 steamboats Population had grown from 2,240 in 1790 to 
12,601 in 1830 The harbor was crowded not only with the coastal shipping, 
but trade far afield had developed rapidly and ships of man) nations wire fre 
quent visitors to the port Literally hundreds of ships were to be seen in the 
hirbor at times — one early writer speaks of ’ 100 ships sailing today, having 
been storm bound for nearly a week
Cargoes were of lumber, barrels, shooks. masts, bark, hides, wool, butter 
ind cheese, among others Later in the century Portland matches were known 
iround the world In 18S9 the sailor Isaac Winslow of Portland w*as experiment­
ing in the kitchen of his house, with the canning of corn — an effort which 
fifteen years later would lay the foundation for Maines huge food canning 
industry Maine canned foods went to the far corners of the earth with ships 
of ill n itions — Maine products became a familiar sight in most countries 
And Portland Harbor, with its jumble of *all-mastcd snips w*aiting for dock 
space. w?> a major shipping port of these, besides the grain and lumber and 
other products of Canada to the North.
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188 Middle Street, Portland, Maine
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